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Homecoming Queen Voting Begins Today
Outside Booths Placed
At Cafeteria, Bookstore

and his
Pd to ihs
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rilyn 130i:
an.
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cont metes
orehestes
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sisored by
Booths ten Ilesnecuming Queen idiot dancing. She’
,lections will be outside the Spar-1 Phi Sigma Kappa asi Muulder
tan Cafeteria and Bookstore lions’ Hull.
9:30 to 4 p.m. today and tomorrow.
5 feet 5 inches
Sharon May,
with ltru,sh hair and blue eyes.
It is important for students to
1 vote for five of the ten candidates. Her hobbies cue dancing, water
Any ballot with more or less than skiing and surfing. Sharon, a socafive will he invalid and disquali- ology major, LS a member of Gumma Phi Beta and Ls sponsored by
tied,
Phyllis
Smith,
Homecoming Delta UPsil"n’
Pamela Nelson, a 19-year-old
’Queen Committee Chairman, emmarketing major, fitim San Jose.
phasized again that voting for this
She has brown hair and brown
LU CARTER
year’s Queen is not by penny vote
eyes, is 5 feet 51s inches tall. Pambut by ballot only.
ela likes snow skiing, tennis and
This year’s Homecoming Queen hrat,k, she is a member of Alpha
candidates are:
Phi and is sponsored by Alpha Phi
Judy Allen, 19, from Monrovia. Omega and Alpha Phi.
She is 5 feet 41s inches tall.
Lisa Phelan from Oakland, 19has blonde hair and blue eyes. years -old. She has blonde hair and
Judy, a genetal elementary educa- blue eyes, is a general elementary
tion major, likes to read, sail, and education major, and stands 5 feet
sew. She is a resident of Hoover 5 inches high. Lisa likes tennis.
Hall and is sponsored by Markham music and sewing, is a member of
Ilan.
sponsored
Joyce Anthony, X, from San hKsatprigmnalp(h7hai.rhetn, and
Maus). She is 5 feet 5 inches
Jane Winter, 20, a kindergarten.
No. 21 tall, has dark brown hair and hazel primary education major from San
eyes. Joyce, a sociology major, Jose. She has blonde hair, brown
likes snow skiing, cooking and eyes, and is 5 feet 8 inches tall.
music. She is a membe of and is Jane likes traveling, dancing and
!sponsored by Kappa Alpha Theta., meeting people. She is a member
Patricia Argilla, 20, a nursing, of Chi Omega and is sponsored by
major from Redwood City. She is. peps Sigma phi.
5 feet 5s inches tall with blonde,
hair, blue eyes, and enjoys swimming, reading and tennis. Patriest
is a member of Alpha Phi and ts
, sponsored by Omega Delta Nu,
Pamela Carleton, 21, elementary
education and speech correction
, major from Los Gatos. She is 5
feet 9 inches tall with brown hat
, and eyes. Her hobbies are tenni,
’golf and fashion modeling. PameS,
is a member of Kappa Alpha Theta
and is sponsored by Sigma Alpha
San Jose State’s marching band
Epsilon,
is expected to gain final approval
Lu Parker, physical education for its trip to the Arizona State
major, from Bakersfield. She is 19,, game Saturday when Student
JANE WINTER
stands 5 feet 6’S inches, and has Council meets this afternoon at
. brown hair and brown eyes. Lu \ 2:30 in the council chambers of
la resident of Washburn Hall and , the College Union,
I likes to swim, ski and sew. She; In last week’s meeting, Council
1
voted to send a favorable recomlis sponsored by Allen Hall
Elaine Halvorsen, 21. from LOS mendation to Financial Advisory
Angeles. She is 5 feet 6 inches tall Board, which reports today.
A bill to form an Associated
with brown hair and blue eyes. An
elementary education major, Student Body scholarship program
Elaine likes modeling, designing will come up for final vote today.
The bill, introduced by Rod DiliSon, graduate representative, will
Interviews will be held Friday
for ten $100 scholarships
afternoon for fraternity men in:sr ASH members, beginning this
terested in serving as one of IS,
justices on the newly-formed Inlet
Diridon, looking for no trouble
Fraternity Council Judiciary.
n getting the bill passed today.
Dave Loomis, IFC presider,
-siid "it will be a benefit to the
asks applicants to sign up
whole student body."
week in the College Union for an
Reed Searle. Demeatratic gun, ii
Council will also look at
will
be
Interviews
time.
interview
date for the 22nd Assembly Dis- ’ slides from Sacramento State
ism.
I-2,30
t
trict, will speak at an open meet- College. WIICIV the school underAccording to Loomis, qualificawent a campus beautification proin
a
standing
Sens include active
this afterneton at 3:30 in CH235.
school
at
fraternity, clear standing
Searle will discuss his candidacy, gram.
and a 2.25 overall grade point 1 for the district, which covers the’ Opening debate on a bill to
average. The applicant should be , west side of the Santa Clara1alter some of the framework of
the SpartaCamp Committee and a
an upper division student.
5.
from a newly -formed cornThe WC Judiciary, Loomis said,
A native of Illinois, Searle earned’ report
complaints
will handle all problems involving his B.A. degree at the University mittee to investigate
fraternities and fraternity mem- of Chicago and got his law degree about off-campus housing are also
en the agenda.
bers.
at the University of California. He
was assistant public defender fos
Alameda County for a time, NM
has been a local affairs chairress
for the American Civil LibertsUnion. He is presently a mernht :
of the Americans for Denim:sty
Action and the Saratoga -Los Gatos
Democra t ic Club,
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Econ Professor Reviews ’Send Home’ ‘Grubbies:
Edition Sale Co-Rec Dress
Rossiter’s Book Today Starts Today For Tonight

Clinton Rossiter’s "Conservatism ,and may be checked out for one
in America" will be reviewed this week.
"Rossiter is careful to distinattention at 12:30 in rooms A and
B of the cafeteria by Assistant guish between conservatism, the
Protessor of Economics, Mrs. Su- general label for the philosophy of
preservation, tradition and order,
zanne E. Wiggins.
"Quoting nom Rossiter’s fore- and Conservatism with a capital
word, Mrs. Wiggins said, "’It is "C," which refers to the more preprimarily a study of the political cise philosophy of preservation,
theory of American conservatism tradition and order set forth by
- of the principles that have in- Edmund Burke in his "Refleetions
spinsi our conservatives in the on the Revolution of France," she
past, that appear to inspire them said.
Students may bring their
in the 1,11.SPIlt. and that are likely
to assist. them in the future.
lunches to the iiview.
’ Set it Is also a Moly of political practices .
our search is for
the essense of American conservatism, which like all conservatisms,
finds expression in immanent institutions rather than in transcendent ideas.’"
Explained Mrs. Wiggins, "In order to analyze the conservatives,t
one has to discuss vvhat they did
or what they have done as well as
Only a few tickets remain f,,i
their ideology."
concert 0,1
s. Wiggins’ review is based on the Benny Goodman
Auditorium,
Rossiter’s revised version of the 26 in Morris Dailey
book originally published in 1955. accot ding to the Student Affairs
Copies of the book are available at Business Office, 111I6.
The tickets are free to students
the Circulation desk of the Library
and faculty upon presentation .4
an ASH card or a faculty ident its
Cation card. Yesterday almost 110o
tickets were snapped up. Beginning Oct. 22, any tickets
left will be made available to the
alumni and the general public.
Alumni will receive tickets free
of cost with the presentation of a
paid -up alumni card. The general
Dr. Thomas K. Cureton, director public will be charged $1.50.
of the Physical Fitness Research
Goodman, "The King of Swing,"
Laboratory at the University Of is equally at home in the classics.
He’ll prove it during the concert
Illinois. will speak tomorrow in the
Concert Hall. The talk is sched- when he performs with the Oakuled for 8 p.m.
land Symphony Mozart’s A Major
Cureton will discuss the place Concerto for Clarinet and Orchesof physieal fitness in the physical tra.
Mutat ion program.
Gerhard Samuels, conductor of
Jointly sponsoring the guest the Oakland Symphony, will open
stsieketr are Phi Epsilon Kappa, the concert with the stirring "Egmen’s fraternity for physical edu- mont Overture" of Beethoven.
rat ion ni
The coneluding and major work
or s, the Men’s and
aten’s Physietal Educatiein De- of the pregram will las the brilliant
partments, and the Ilea I t h Depart- Second Symphony in D Major of
ment,
Brahms.
A member of the President’s
During the finale of the work,
Council for Physical Fitness, the the brass of the Oakland Symspeaker is known both here and phony will have a charier to shine
abroad for his many writings and in the rousing et melusion that.
marked "11,4(0y -split."
Poysiological research findings.
I should be

Swing King
To Dabble
Classics

Physical Ed
Talk Scheduled
For Tomorrow

At a loss for words or is it time
for letter writing?
Today’s "Send Home Edition"
of the Spartan Daily, which is now
on sale. may be the answer to
your problem.
The special edition is, in effect,
a four-page letter home; loaded
with facts, figures and pictures
concerning the San Jose campus.
Included in the "Send Home
Edition" are stories which should
answer many questions parents and
friends ask about SJS.
Produced yearly by Sigma Delta
Chi, men’s professional journalism
society, the newspaper is on sale
in front of the cafeteria and the
Spartan Bookstore.
The price for the newspaper is
10 cents a copy and 15 cents for
the mail home edition.

All you unattached, and you attached, too, take notice of this
week’s co-rec theme ... "Hustlers’
Heyday."
Dress for tonight’s affair, to be
held in the Women’s Gym from
7:30-9:45 p.m., has been officially
declared as "grubbies."
The band featured for this week’s
frolic is the Velvateens. Over and
above the normal co-rec activities
- -ping pong, volleyball, badminton, shuffleboard and (lancing
Bill Reid will be on hand to call
square dances for the evening’s
special event.
All this is available tonight for
the mere flick of an ASH card.

Controversial
Film Slated
For Friday

The proposed state-wide favults
senate will be reviewed today at
3:30 p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium by Dr. Jordan Churchill.
pmfessor of philosophy at San
Francisco State, and member of
the Phase II committee.
Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke appointed the Phase II committee
to study the formation of a statewide plan. Last year, a Phase I
committee was set up to establish
some of the basic concepts of a
state-wide group.
Alden H. Smith, associate professor of speech at SJS, was one
of the Phase I committee members.
Professor Smith is chairman of the
SJS Faculty Council.
The idea of a State wide group
was submitted by a number of the
California state colleges and has
received encouragement from the
state legislature, Chancellor Ownke and the Board of Trustees.
Planned to center on matters
concerning state colleges in general, the state-wide faculty council system would serve as an aid to
the Chancellor and would give him
a unified eontact with the various
state colleges.
The Phase II esimmittee has
completed and submitted its findings. It has distributed questionnaires: to faculty members of the
Slate colleges to gain their resection to the plan.

"Island in the Sun," the controversial film involving a demagogic
Negro leader of an island people
who falls in hive with a white
woman, will be shown Friday night
at Friday Flicks in Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
James Mason, Dorothy Dandridge, Harry Belafonte, Joan Collins and Stephen Boyd star in the
British West Indies drama.
The film has been banned in
Boston and in other cities for its
portrayal of romance between
Negro and white.
Next week’s Friday Flick. "Operation Petticoat," will feature Cary
Grant. Tony Curtis and Joan
O’Brien in a wacky Navy comedy.

OT Club Meeting

The Occupational Therapy Club
will hold a general meeting tomorrow night at 7 in HI3301.
Dr. Michael Bliihm will speak
on his rerent trip to Viet Nam
with Medico.

Fraternity
Posts Open
On Judiciary

Prof To Review
Faculty Senate
Proposal Today

Demo Hopeful .1(1).vide
Speaks Today

Ed s tudents
Pre-Reg!

Class Will Hear

,
1

Ad Executive
At Talk Today

’. riety secondary education stuRalph Davis, mernIter of the
ttiits have not yet pre -registered
Nfann-Erickson, Inc.. advet ti -in.
Cenoitartsig
eR
teaching.
:sr student
a1-tPricYt will address a Natiorsti
a-ill continue through tomorrow.
Advertising Campzeigns class this
’ Materials may be obtained in N6A
morning at 10:30 a.m. in H214.
from Dr. John Moody, professor of
who i s responsible
bl fo r sII
Davis, w
secondary education or William H.
merchandising and sales promot ien ,
Spring. assistant professor of sec’activities on the California Pack- C
eeducat it as
!ing Corp. account, will discuss
1"How Merchandising Is Integrated
in a National Advertising CamThis afternoon’s el.issic t 1
showing at 3:30 in the Cones
: paign."
Davis attended the University of Hall will feature "The Golden At s
Texas from 1946 to 1950, where of Comedy" and award whims
he majored in adveitising in the "The Red Balloon."
College of Journalism. At the presDavid Cram, coordinator of us
ent time, he is vice president of lization services and film series
the Northern California alumni coordinator, said the films will be
Committee applanttnents will be
chapter of Alpha Delta Sigma, shown again tonight at 7 in Morris the main order of business at this
advertising
framen’s professional
Dailey Auditorium as has been afternoon’s Junior Class meeting
ternity.
list 3:30 in S256.
traditional.
Davis’ talk will he open to any
Slapstick stars of by -gone years
Traditional Junior Class comInterested students who wish to will he featured in the "Golden mitter; include the "Ugly Man"
at tend.
Age of Comedy." The film consists contest. Junior-Sentra Ball and jail
of sequences from Mack Sennett auxiliary is in charge of giving
and Hal Roach comedies.
tood and presents at Christmas
-The Red Balloon," an award time to famines whose husbands
Richard winning French classic in color, is and fathers am in jail.
BF: WS ELM’ I U
"A lot of help will be needed to
M. Nixon h;is defeated Gov. Ed- a fantasy about a little boy who
carry out these projects," Smith
mund G. Brown, 509-699, in a mock befriends a balloon.
Admission is free, but open to said, "se, all Juniors interested in
election held among freshmen on
the Berkeley campus of the Uni- member; of the college ettimminov taking an active part in your class
only.
please attend."
versity of California.

F 1 Im Series
To Feature ,
omedy Ag

Jr Class Meeting
Slated To Discuss
Committee Posts

Cal Digs Dick
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No on 24
The rapidly -nearing election on November 6 contains the
longest list of propositions ever presented to the people of CaliforMa. Of the 25 measures on the ballot. possibly Proposition
24 will be the least understood by the voters come election day.
the so-called Louis Francis amendment
The proposition
seeks to put the Communist Party and other subversive organiand
zations on of business in California. Its aim is laudable
for this reason. may merit "yes.* votes on the surface. Its means
to achieve this aim, however, are faulty enough that voters
should reject the proposal on November 6.
The state of California has existing measures which have
effectively deterred Communists and subversives from achieving
their goals. The safeguards now in effect render the proposif
partially timiecessary.
Aside front the defect, the proposal itself contains other
faults that will jeopardize the rights of every citizen if it is
passed.
One, its wording subject to various
interpretations
may result in needless litigation and arbitrary legislative action.
Two, it empowers grand juries, among a number of public
agencies. to find organizations and individuals "subversive"
a term not defined in the proposal but left to the discretion of
the grand juries and public agencies.
For the -e reasons -- that it does too little good at too great
a sacrifice
Proposition 24 should not be allowed to pass on
November I,.

Gallup Looks for Demo Win in Congress
Gallup pollsters, taking the
political pulsebeat of the nation
during an off-year election campaign, expect a big year for the
country’s Democrats.
Fifty-seven per cent of voters
queried reported a Democratic
preference for Congress, while
43 per cent answered on the
Republican side and 7 per cent
were undecided.
George Gallup, head of the nationwide poll service, reports
that these figures are the same
as results tabulated before the
big Democratic win in Congress
in 1958. In that year, the Democrats pulled 56.5 per cent of the
popular vote and won 283 seats
in the House of Representatives.
They currently have 263 seats
In the House.

With intensive campaigning
just beginning, both parties will
be trying to stir up interest
among supporters at the grass
roots level. Other polls conducted by Gallup have indicated that
voter interest is actually lagging
behind what it was during the
1958 campaign.
In a recent sampling, 15 per
cent of those questioned reported "a lot" of interest in the No..
’,’ember congressional races.
Thirteen per cent said that they
had "some" interest, while 49
per cent said "little" and 23 per
cent were not interested at all.
The problem of voter turnout
is especially serious for the
Democrats, for most non-voters
fall in their ranks.

Old Age Bias Cuts
Productive Life,
Sociologist Claims
By CLAIRE COX
NEW YORK iLTPli--The
working life of the average
American has been telescoped
to a point where he is likely to
have only 15 good, productive
years between the completion of
his education and being regarded as "too old" for advancement,
a sociologist claims.
Dr. Jesse J. Frankel. who left
a successful career in business
to study sociology at New York
University and become a consultant in problems of older
people while still in his early
40’s, said in an interview that
it is becoming increasingly apparent that the man over 40
loses out in the competition for
success and prestige.
’The peak period of earning
power is now telescoped from
both ends," he said. "The number of years of education now
considered necessary in this
technological age is rapidly increasing and many more young
people will be going to college.
"A young man may therefore
not complete his education till
the age of 22, or even 24 or 25,
if he needs further professional
or scientific training. At the
other end, he may begin to encounter discrimination against
himself around the age of 40 if
he should have to look for a
new job.
"He must therefore compress
all his progress into approximately 15 years, instead of being able to look forward, as
young men once could, to a
lifetime of achievement. Our
future, as it has been said, is no
longer what it used to be."
Frankel regards this as a disturbing situation because, as far
as he is concerned, the classification of middle-age, once regarded as the time of a man’s
greatest expectations, has all
but vanished. This means, he
said, that the unemployed man
over 40 now is classified "older." Employment discrimination
against him is so prevalent that
10 states have laws protecting
the civil right to work of persons between 40 and 65.
Even the now widely accepted
retirement age of 65 should be
outlawed, in Frankel’s estimation. He feels that a person
should be allowed to work as
long as he is able to contribute
something and wants to work.

Tutorial Robots
Head to College
STANFORD, Calif. (UPI)
By 1971, every major school,
college and university will have
at least one closed-circuit television system, primarily for demonstration, laboratory, and observation.
The predicition is based on a
study by the Institute for Communications Research of Stanford University.
The report estimated that in
elementary and secondary
schools about a third of the students’ class time will be spent
in front of television sets.
At the college level, the percentage is expected to be 50
per rent
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Thrust and Parry

’Thanks for Covering
Dorm Talk-a-fhon’
Editor:
The women of Hoover Hall
wish to thank you and your
staff for giving us coverage in
the Spartan Daily during the
talk-a-thon. We appreciated it
very much. Thank you.
The Women of Hoover Hall

’Sophomores Rival
Freshmen in Apathy’
Editor:
Pleasant Hill, editor of the
1963 yearbook La Torre, wrote
in Thrust and Parry last week
about a new yearbook feature,
separate sections for Freshman,
Sophomore and Junior Class
photos.
He described the poor turnout of the Freshman Class for
pictures and added that he
hoped the sophomores and juniors would show more interest
this week and next.
After Monday, the first day
for sophomore photos, I can
only report that the sophomores
rival the freshmen in apathy.
ArlInda wing
1..a. Torre staff member
AHIS A9156

Do Von Zell’s Views
Lead to Fascism?
Editor:
Harry Von Zell has missed the
mark. If we should all do as
he says, I think we would all
eventually become Fascists. Admittedly the Communists are,
among other things, out to de-

Audience Views
Queen Candidates
"It is a good idea but the
turnout was disappointing," was
the unanimous decision of three
business majors after seeing the
1962 Homecoming Fashion Show
last evening.
According to Jay Neal, senior, it "served its purpose of
letting us see the Homecoming
Queen candidatesit’s the best
way I guess when you don’t
know them personally."
The fashion show, sponsored
by J. Magnin’s of Valley Fair
and the Homecoming Committee, featured peppy, elegant
cocktail dresses on lovely and
feminine Homecoming Queen
semi-finalists.
As Lynn Bell, junior, so aptly
put it, "Wow." The Jeff Davis
Combo was also a pleasant addition to the show, playing quiet
background music.
Frank Hunt, junior, made the
suggestion that "the aspirants
might introduce themselves next
year so we could know them
better, or even have short question and answer periods with
each candidate for a more spontaneous situation."

stroy the morals of the capitalist nations in preparations for
the final revolution.
When we allow ourselves to
become afraid and panic, however. we have already caused a
serious rupture in our moral
superstructure. When, furthermore, we allow this panic to
turn into frightened hostility,
the Communists can shout for
joy, for they have accomplished
an important objective. For
frightened and panic-stricken
hostility is as serious a moral
law as anything can be. The best
wak we can protect ourselves
against communism is for each
indhidual to strive to save his
own soul. For when an individual, has saved and preserved
his own soul, no one can take
it away from him, not even an
institution as powerful as the
state.
Edward L. Browning
ASH A2453

Which Is Realistic
Cure for Prejudice?
Editor:
IV opposing solutions have
been reviewed in this column on
the desegregation issue. One is
the belief that "military force
was the only means left . . .
[since] logical reasoning and
arguments have proved ineffectual." Another was the almost
fanatical reliance on logic and
intellect: that presenting logically and fairly the idea of integration and all its implications
to the people of the South
would solve the problem.
The use of force was by no
means the only choice but by
all means the most brutal. To
resort to force was only permissive, not obligatory. And
perhaps the only thing the government accomplished was exchanged superiority complex for
a guilty one. There is considerable doubt here whether the
end really justified the means.
In sharp contrast is the method of reason or, as one writer
calls it, "logic and intellect."
This solution sounds appealing
but, unfortunately, impractical.
Desegregation is by nature
emotional not intellectual, for
its central character, the segregationist, had long been one
before he ever became a rationalist. He, like most of us, must
have aLso abused his reason to
rationalize and reinforce his
prejudices; thus, we hear him
quoting the Bible to support his
racial prejudice at the expense
and sacrifice of the truth.
Logic and intellect, then, cannot undo a segregationist. Only
he, himself, can. Only he can
give this country a civilized and
effective solution because the
real problem is in his heart, not
his mind as evidenced by the
fact he is blind to humanity
but can still distinguish colors.
The basic question here, then,

is not so much which of the two
solutions is right but which, if
any, is realistic?
Antonio B. Ooka
ASH A3239

Student Defends
Tape Recorder Use
Editor:
In regard to John Roach’s
Oct. 15 reply to my Oct. 11
letter, I have only this to say:
In the first place, I did not
discuss clasirooms in my letter.
I was speaking principally of
lecture halls, and space did not
permit me to say anything concerning classrooms, but I believe

CY

7-

that recorders
distracting in

would be no moil:
these places
than
in lecture halls.
Second, my recorder is a
very
small, transistorized piee of mud.
ern electrical engineering itnd
technology and makes virtually
no noise in its operation.
Third, if Roach believes
that
his "hypothetical situation"
could
ever take place in a classroom
of today, he must retain sooty
of
his professor’s sadistic tendet,
des and may some day wind up
being the "maintenance roan"
mentioned in his letter.
John A. Read
ASEI A281
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WATCH YOUR STERN
THE VIRGIN SPRING
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r te Br
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w Pa, i Neer

-c; Junes Cooney & Horst Buchholz
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CL 88144
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BOTH SCREENS

ESQUIRE
If oroterly Mayfair)
1191 E. Santa Clara St.

East Santa

Tue cersonsl story behind a sex survey
controversial best selling

Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri., doors
open 6:45 Sat. and Sun. doors open 34f.
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THE CHAPMAN REPORT

Sophia Loren
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MERRILL’S MARAUDERS

TWO WOMEN

A 3,..e Soti

C rr

starring Jeff Chandler

2

lore show
ut 7:00

PLAYBOY says...
"the best 8NUDIE’ movie to date"
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SPECIAL PRICE for STUDENTS and TEACHERS
(In groups of 25 or more)
$1.50 WED. and SAT. MAT.
Call Mrs. Lea Park, or the Alexandria Theatre, for
GROUP RESERVATIONS
at the SPECIAL REDUCED RATE!
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(Formerly Chargin’s 5th St. Market)

Open Under New Management
The meals that you enjoy most begin
right here with top quality Groceries, Fresh Meats, Breakfast Rolls,
Ready-made Sandwiches, and much
all at prices that
more
keep the food bilk DOWN.
Open Mon. thru Sat
397 So. 5th St.
a.m. to 11:30 p.m. Sun 900 a.m. to 9
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All Seats Reserved
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For the Record
By BOB PACINI
Fine Arts Editor
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San Francisco’s Film Feste
Tsseros -three ((aims. Sims from 18 countrio,, s,ffl compete in
the San Francisco International Film Festival, Oct. 31 -Nov. 13.
Films from the United States, Latin American, Europe, the
Iron Curtain Countries, and Asia will be shown during the twoweek film spectacular.
The United States will be represented by "David and Lisa."
The story of two disturbed adolescents, it received the Venice Film
Festival’s award for the Best Film by a Nev,’ Director.
Russia is sending two films: "Ivan’s Childhood" and "Nine
Days of One Year." "Ivan" is the story of a 12-year-old boy who
is orphaned in World War II and joins the Russian front lines as a
scout. Critics at Venice, where it won this year’s Grand Prix, compared its tender time-out-ol-war mood to that of "Ballad of a
Soldier.’
-Nine Days of One Years" will be shown out of competition.
It tells the story of nine (lays in the life of a young nuclear scientist
who is injured by exposure to radiation, and of the conflict that
arises between his desire for personal happiness and his professional
goals.
ITALIAN ENTRY
The Italian entry is "Disorder." a work by "new wave"
director Franco Brusati, starring Louis Jourdan, Curt Jurgens,
Susan Strasberg, Renato Salvatori and Jean Sorel.
In an off-beat, highly symbolic style, the film explores the confusion in the ambitions, values and behavior of Milan’s society
world.
There will be two films from France: "Therese Desqueyroux"
and "America, the Unexpected." "Therese," based on a novel by
Francois Mauriac, explores the character of a sensitive woman
driven by bitterness and despair. "America, the Unexpected," is a
quizzical foreigner’s-eye-view of the United States and of some
of this country’s features that don’t get into the travel brochures.
From Germany comes a new film version of "Hamlet," with
Academy Award winner Maximilian Schell. It will be shown twice
it the Festival, once in dubbed English and once in the original
German.
Bulgaria will compete with "Sun and Shadow." The subjects
are a boy and girl who meet at the seashore, fall in love and then
find themselves endangered by the "shadows" of world problems.
JAPANESE SAGA
The Japanese film, "Immortal Love" is a saga of Japanese
life from 1932 to the present day. Its five episodes tell of the turbulent marriage of a war cripple and his embittered wife.
The Czechoslovakian entry is "Baron Munchhausen." Based on
Gottfried Burger’s 18th century story of the Prince of Liars,
"Baron Munchhausen" is a fantasy that makes spectacular use of
trick photograhpy and color.
There will be two films from Brazil: "The No Good Ones"
and "Keeper of Promises." "The No Good Ones" is a story of young
Brazilians who ignore love, friendship and morals in a ruthless
bid for money.
-Keeper of Promises" tells of
a peasant farmer who vows to
,WIsserilailliikeleaaerearliaiNOr
carry a cross into church if his
sick donkey lives. In trying to
RENT A
carry out his promise, the
farmer becomes a pawn in a
conflict between political and
church factions. The film won
,,;liccial Student Hates
the Grand Prix at Cannes this
year.
Poland’s entry is "The Past,"
a two-part film that explores
the possibility of justice in a
LSE 01 ft -RENT
world at war. It begins in the
Poland of World War H and
TO Ott N PLAN"
ends in a post-war courtroom
in West Germany. Leonard Buczowski is the director.
BUSINESS MACHINES
Two Indian films will comAND OFFICE EQUIPMENT
pete: "Folk Tales of the River
Third & San Fernando
Bend" and "Waves After
((’ontinued on Page it, Col. 5)
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Longhairs Get
Opera Bistro
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) Opera
buffs in Southern California are
filling this arid area with arias
of their own now that they can
hear opera sung six nights in a
local bistro.
The Beverly Hilton hotel has
transformed its Rendezvous
Room into a small scale La Scala
in an experiment to please longhaired drinkers.
Organized by composer-conductor Johnny Green, a small
company of singers presents a
wide selection of classic opera
nightly, except Sunday.
There are no scenery, no props,
no costumes. But the singers act
out their roles and wander
among the customers as they
present the most popular numbers trom such famed works as
"Rigoletto," "Carmen," "La Bohemp," "Tosca," "Madame Butterfly" and "The Student Prince."

formance are on sale at the Wendell Watkins Management Box
Office, 89 South First St.
about eight other singers who
fill in when some of the regulars
have engagements elsewhere.
"some or these youngsters may
go on to opera stardom."
For those skeptics who are
afraid of recital -type entertainment, Green gets red in the face.
PIANO ACCOMPANIMENT
"All we have is a piano accompaniment," he said, "but it is
beautifully done. And the program is different every night."
Supper is served during the
performances at prices from
$2.50 to $4.50. Week nights the
cover charge is $2.50. On Friday
and Saturday nights it’s $3.50.
So far Green and company just
hope to break even.
"If the idea catches on and is
successful here there are plans
to put operatic entertainment
throughout the Hilton hotel
chain," Green said.

Pl’ItE OPERA
"I believe in plunging into a
new idea, not wading in an inch
at a time," said Green. "That’s
why our repertoire is made up
of pure opera and not ’semiclassical’ material.
"Our idea is to entertain with
the golden nuggets of great music. We don’t want to teach or
carry a message.
"We present one scene or aria
after the other from various
operas. It is steady entertainment for 3% hours with a few
minutes break from time to time.
The music is sung just as It
would be from a stage, solos,
duets and ensembles up to sextets."
STI’DENTS
Most of the performers are
young people studying opera at
the University of Southern California and UCLA. There are
about a dozen singers in all, alternating every other night, six
at a time. They are paid a flat
rate of $25 a night.
"Nobody’s voice could take
that kind of beating every night,"
Green explained. "There are

6001) CROWDS
"We’ve been open tor business
for a month now and have been
drawing good crowds, but we are
limited by space. The room holds
only 100 people.
"There have been experiments
back east in the past to put
opera into informal settings, but
never in a plush hotel nightclub
atmosphere.
"I’d say we’ve brought Hilton
to the opera, not opera to the
Hilton. And once people see the
kind of show we put on they’ll
realize the opera isn’t looking
down its nose at anyone. It
simply is combining great music
with comfortable, intimate surroundings."

Phi Mu Alpha
Sinfonia Plans
Recital Oct. 30

Victor Borge,
’The Great Dane,’
Corning to Civic
Nail clown the chairs. make
sure the roof is fastened securely to the Civic Auditorium
and make preparations to laugh
heartily.
Victor Borges the Great Dane
himself, is coming to town.
Borge, whose views on music
and musicians are about as daffy
as they can get, will appear in
San Jose Nov. 5 at 8:30.
Attempting to predict what
Borge will do during his "Comedy in Music" show is just about
impossible.
The humor in the comic-pianist’s two-hour show never
comes out the same way twice.
Part of this is due to the audience participation at which
time Borge asks for requests.
At that time Sorge is likely
to perform such "selections" as
"Bach to Bop" and "Chop Sticks
to Chopin."
The program for "Comedy in
Music" warns, "Frankly, we don’t
know what Mr. Borge will do,
but we’re sure he’ll keep us
posted from time to time. There
is also an intermission, but only
Mr. Burge knows when."
Ticekts for the one-night perTIME MARCHES BACKWARD
OLDHAM, England (UPI) Time
marched backward recently when
a fault in the village clock made
its hands turn counter-clockwise.
"At this rate," city superintendent Cyril Bayliffe said, "it will be
last Saturday before we ran fix it."

Music from the Baroque to the
contemporary will form the program for the Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia recital Oct. 30 in Concert
Hall at 8:15 p.m.
The program will open with
the Sonata in G minor for flute,
oboe and bassoon. Featured performers ((Sr the work are Beth
Stitt. flute; Gary Gray, oboe and
Jerry Dagg, bassoon.
Music of the 20th century follows with Hindemith’s Sonata
for Trumpet and Piano, with
Martin Berinbaum, trumpet and
Marilyn Beebe, piano.
Baufil’s Grand Trio is scheduled next. Elliott Charnow, clarinet, John Currey, clarinet and
Rees Padfield, clarinet will perform the work.
Jerry Dagg, bassoon and Susan Snook, piano will offer the
Galliard Sonata in F for bassoon.
Wal-Berg’s Concerto will be
performed by James McCarthy,
trumpet and Mary Ann Comelli,
piano.
Bach’s Sonata in D Major will
be presented by Stephen Gebhart, cello and Dick Woodruff,
piano.
The contemporary composer
Poulenc will be represented by
his Trio, performed by Martin
Berinbaum, trumpet, Allen Stitt,
horn and Gary Wulbern, trombone.
A highlight of the concert will
be the performance of Three
Pieces for clarinet and bassoon
by Stanley Tice, an SJS music
student.
The three pieces are titled,
"Teddy Bear," "Toy Soldier," and
"China Doll."
The work will be performed
by Jerry Dagg, clarinet and
Larry Fryman, bassoon
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By PRUDI STAVI6
Society Editor
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Giants, Fiancees, on Common Ground
Hard as it may be to do, you’ve got to adroit that the Giants
were real losers yesterday.
Another type of "loser," or so the unmarried males say, is
any good bachelor who gets himself pinned or engaged.
The stags cry. "He’s too young to go. Buy, he’ll nit- nagged to
death. Females are nothing but a bunch of connivers," and make
all sorts of diabolical claims.
But the funny part is, those same diehards will be caught one
of these days and they’ll love it all.
Anyway felkis look at it this way, married males live longer
than bachelors.
Here are some of those who are getting ready to add a few
years.
ENGAGED
Carolyn Smith, Alpha Omicron Pi junior sociology major fiorn
Menlo Park, to Richard Freeland, Sigma Nu senior journalism
majxn from Sacramento.
Sue Bushell, sophomore education major from Los Angeles,
to Lenny Shell, senior business major at University of Santa Clara,
from San Jose. Wedding plans are for a year from this month.
Elizabeth Halferty, senior Spanish major from Santa Ana
to Larry Dawn, former student at SJS, from San Jose.
Margie Carmichael, Kappa Alpha Theta senior history major
at University of California at Berkeley, to Bill Olmsted, Sigma
Chi junior police major from Oakland. An August wedding in
planned.
Carol Christian, senior occupational therapy major from San
Jose to Robert Evans, electronics technician from San Jose.
PINNINGS
Marty Newman, Alpha Omicron Pi sophomore medical technology major from Lodi, to Michael Ram.sey, Delta Upsilon and
graduate of University of Pacific, now at Fort Ord.
Judy Lehman, Alpha Chi Omega junior education major from
Glendale to Gary Hendricks, Alpha Tau Omega senior business
major from Santa Monica.
Claudia Brandon, Alpha Omicron Pi sophomore education major
from San Leandro, to Wes DeCou, senior medical psychology major
at Stanford, from Oakland.
Carole Bettega, Kappa Kappa Gamma junior medical technology major from El Cerrito, to Clark Ransome, Sigma Phi
junior physical education major at University of California, from
Walnut Creek,
Sharon John.son, Sigma Kappa junior mathematics major from
Pomona, to Jack Peterson, Sigma Nu junior industrial technology
major from Burlingame.
Sue Hay, Kappa Kappa Gamma junior education major at
Colorado University. from Colorado Springs, Cola, to Pete McGrath,
Sigma Phi Epsilon junior mechanical engineering major from
Palos Verdes.
Carolyn Irwin, junior education major from Sunnyvale, to Dick
Green, SJS graduate from Santa Clara,
Ellen Norris, Delta Gamma senior education major from Santa
Monica, to Fred Gruber, Theta Chi senior marketing major from
Santa Monica.
Jane Chambers, Delta Gamma senior education major from
Hanford, to Court Stewart, Sigma Alpha Epsilon senior business
major from Fresno.
Gini Irving, Delta Gamma junior social science major from Van
Ives, to Bob Kane, Theta Chi junior social science major from
Burlingame.
14 SISTERS
The brothers of Sigma Alpha Epsilon chose their favorite gals
for membership in "Little Sisters of Minerva." Named were Linda
Bonney, Pam Carleton, Gail Rowan, and Cindy Conrad, Kappa
Alpha Theta; Angela Kiochli and Sharon Reed, Delta Gamma;
Arlene Jung and Laury Mainwaring, Chi Omega; Diane Miller,
Barbara Scott, Judy Harris and Nancy Lang. Alpha Phi: Holly
Spangenberg, Kappa Kappa Gamma, and Molly Wyant, Gamma
Phi Beta.
A real taste of old Italy will be had at the Alpha Omicron
Pi house Sunday when pledges sponsor the traditional spaghetti
feed. Tickets are 75 cents for the 4-7 p.m. affair.
Saturday evening will see the Sigma Kappas celebrating their
88th Founders Day at the Fairmont Hotel in San Francisco. Joining in the celebration will be sister chapters from University of
California and Chico.
PLEDGE OFFICERS
New pledge officers for Sigma Kappa are Toni Tomsic, president; Carrie Grundman. vice president; Bonnie Willies, secretary;
Donna Lohse, treasurer and Gail DePolu, social chairman.
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N.Y. Artist Uses
Stainless Steel
Sheets as ’Canvas’
In
CPI I
NEW VtiltlV
one-time synagogue where he
works and sleeps, fl Greek Al,
List hand -rubs a variety of stone
abrasives on a stainless steel
a t echnique desec died
sheet
as unique in modern art.
The artist is Nikos Bel -Jon
seen feet high
and the sheet
may Is- the
arid 28 feet long
largest stainless steel mural
ever "painted." It will be installed in Chicago’s Museum of
Science and Industry where
later this year the American
Iron and Steel Institute will unveil an exhibit.
The theme of the abstract
mural is "Steel in the Future."
It depicts what Bel -Jon describes as "a central steel -like
figure stretching upward and
outward to infinity
symbolizing the unlimited potential of
steel through the unlimited vision of man."
Utilizing the shiny stainless
steel sheet as his canvas, the
stone abrasives as a paint brush
and a bank of 28 colored lights
for pigmentation, the nationally-known muralist executes millions of tiny scratches and broad
swirls on the giants stretch of
metal.
These scratches. which Bel Jon makes with assorted grades
of round, oblong and square
pieces of carborundum, seemingly go in every conceivable direction. By working within carefully plotted areas, coupled with
the battery of colored lights, the
surface of the metal sheet
bounces light at different angles
and intensities.
This specially arranged lighting system gives the mural a
sparkling irridescence in everchanging color tones.
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Mystery Phone Call
Charges Lyke Libel
ke. SJS teat lat. Wag:T/111v had
another first last week %%hen it was
faced with a possible libel charge
for an article which has not been
published yet. according to editor
Ann Kuizenga.
The article, which will appear in
the Oct. 24 issue of Lyke, is a
live-page pictorial and graphic layout titled "Students in Politics,"
by Wanda Jolly. senior language
arts major and Spartan Daily news
editor last semester.

Phone Company
To Present Talk
On Solar Energy
lecture ,ponsored
An
by the Bell Telephone Co. is
scheduled for Tuesday at 4:30 p.m.
in S142. The topic will be "Ferromagnetic Domains and Solar
Energy."
According to Dr. Arnold G. Applegarth. SJS professor of zoology
and science education, the lecture
is part of a yearly telephone corn:
party project to aid science and
physics instructors in presenting
the latest advancements in the:
fields.
Space for 200 is available in
the lecture hall. Dr. Applegarth
said. The meeting Is open to all
interested persons.
The Bell company will have last
year’s solar energy kits available
for use by any science instructor.
Also on display will he a model
demonstrating the latest theory of
wave motion.

The threatened charge was made
by a mysterious telephone caller
who identified himself only as being with the "Colliers Detective
Agency." Miss Kuizenga said.
No such organization is listed
with the Santa Clara Valley Better
Business Bureau.
The caller said he represented a
student who had not been interviewed for the article but felt his
name was being mentioned in "libelous material in connection with
communism." Lyke editor reported.
He would not give the name of his
client.
"He wanted us to read the article
to him." Miss Kuizenga said. "Instead. I suggested we make an
appointment between myself and
the writer and himself and his
client to discuss the charge."
Although the man said he would
call back to make the appointment,
Lyke staff has not heard from him
since. reports Miss Kuizenga.
The article covers the political
activities of SJS students in the
Nov. 6 state elections.

football Wive’s, yell leaders
and
student leaders. Film clips taken
on the college campus will
1,e
shown.
As part of their royal duties, the
Queen and her court will assist
in judging the downtown mar.
chants’ window displays Oct. 25.
Activities continue Oct. 26 with
a Bonfire Rally.
In addition to the Queen and
her court, the event will feature
the appearance of Dr. Dudley De.
Groot, Homecoming panne Grand
Marshal.
Saturday, Oct. 27, will be the
, r A- ^a L
TIMBERRRRTh,s tree, one of the thousands
Dyson
"big day." Activities climaxing
in the Santa Clara Valley which fell as a result
Fernando to William streets and from Fifth to
with the Homecoming Palade at
of the recent record storm, lies across the lawn
13th streets. A city policeman and a power
9:30 a.m, and the Homecoming
of the Sigma Chi Annex on South 10th street.
company electrician discuss the problem. PG&E
Game that evening at
with the
The powerlines were reported severed at I I
reports it is mopping up its work just now. Its
Epsilon Pi Tau, honorary men’s
University of New Mexico in
a.m, in the area, causing a blackout from San
men went without rest from Thursday to Sunday.
Industrials arts fraternity, the In- Spartan Stadium.
dustrial Arts club, and the Student
Industrial Design Association, are
ionsjointly sponsoring their annual
fall barbecue tomorrow afternoon I Attention freshmen and Mors,
Photographs for La Torre. campus
at 5:30 p.m.
will continue taking picPurpose of the affair, according yearbook,
Businesy
to Mr. Don Betando, assistant pro- lures today. according
Dr. Harrison Heath. SJS testing tery of subject matter in the fields , lessor of industrial arts, is just ’ Manager Hon Hall.
Photos will be taken in the In.
officer, has accepted an offer from they may teach.
a get-together for members of the
The Student Health Service ad- the Educational Testing Service to
A Bulletin of Information, con- department, their families and ner Quad if weather permits. In
ministers immunizations for small- institute SJS as one of the 300 taining an application and decase of inclement weather, a wiled,
friends.
pox, diphtheria, tentanus. typhoid testing centers for the nationwide scribing registration procedures.
ule will he posted on the La Torre
I and influenza es ery Ftiday at 1-4 !administration of the National may be obtained from the National Included on the agenda are the door, J117, Hall stated.
department greetings, and
p.m. in H130.
; Teacher Examinations on Feb. 16, Teachers Examinations. Educa- usual
Junior pictures will be taken tre
Regular students carrying six 1963. This will he the first time the ,.rnal Testing Service, Princeton, introductions of new professors. I day from 2-4 p.m. Freshman pcand the prime interest, steak and
and one half units may receive all campus has served as a testim. N .1.
lures are set for tomorrow trim 11
theseimmunizationswithout center.
Completed applications that are all the trimmings.
a.m. to 12:30 p.m. and from 2-4
Tickets
for
the
affair,
to
be
held
charge, upon presentation of their
eornpanied by proper examinap.m.
Designating this area as a cen’student body cards.
"n fees will be accepted by the at the barbecue pits in front of the
ter for the examinations will give
Limited students, faculty and local prospective teachers a ehance Llocational Testing Service from Women’s Gym. are $1.75 per plate,
and $1 for children.
employees may receive all the im- to compare their performances ,.v. 1 to January IS, 1963.
ellen _gel _Acquaird,"
munizations w ithout chaige. H ow- with candidates throughout the
ever, for an influenza shot they country.
pay a fee of 50 cents at the
SPECIAL STUDENT RATES
Seniors planning to teach may
is the deadline for all
Students Affairs Business Office,
take the tests. Also, many school
present members of SAM (Society
Five Qualified Experts
TH16. A receipt from this office
systems encourage or require tipfor the Advancement of Manageis to be presented at the time of
To Serve You
plieants to submit their scores on
Mrs, Annalee Stewart, national ment) to pay their dues for the
service
these tests, along with their cre- legislative secretary’ for the Worn- year.
ANDERSON’S
dentials, when applying for posi- en’s International League for
Fees are $5 and may be paid in
Rec Staff Members
lions.
BEAUTY SALON
Peace and Freedom, will speak on TH16, according to Jack Holland.
At the one-day testing session, her experiences as a lobbyist to- SAM adviser and head of the Man-1 17 S 4th
Phone 2,,2 ’)055
Attend Conference
candidates may take the common morrow afternoon at 3:30 in agement Department.
Fine members of the Recreation examinations which include tests
CH150.
Department
staff attended a in professional information, genMrs. Stewitit’s topic will he.
CORONA UNDERWOOD ROYAL REMINGTON
thiee-day conference of the Rec- era! culture, English expression, "W
ashington Views Disarmareation Educators of Northern and nonverbal reasoning.
ment." The lady lobbyist will draw
California State Colleges at AsiloCandidates may also take one on her experiences as a daily vislpeuirtieri
mar last weekend.
or two of the optional examina- itor to congressmen and adminisDr. Mary Wiley, head of the
RENTED
TYPEWRITERS
1. rIvil,,,ns1r711, inns- trators in the speech. which is unRecreation Department, Associate lions designed
SPECIAL STUDENT RENTAL
der the sponsorship of the Student
RATE FOR 3 MONTHS
Professor Ardith Frost, Assistant
Peace Union.
$18.00 rental applies to purchase prc
Professors Mae Stadler and Ken.
The Women’s International
of any machine if you decide fo buy.
neth Kim. and Lenore Thompson, I
for Peace and Freedom
Le
Est. 1900
EASY PAYMENT PLAN
Instructor. represented SJS at the
found ed by Jane Addams di’"
m
conference.
ing World War I. It is an -InterDeadline for turning in applica- national organization of women
Free Parking
24 S. SECOND ST.
CYpress 3-6383
tions for Psi Chi membership for which works for peaceful vela the fall semester is 5 p.m. today. (ions between nations and for
according to Miles Vich, president greater human freedom and digPedro:
Amigo:
of the psychology honorary’ organi- nity throughout the world," aczation.
cording to SPU Chailman Brian
"Amigo?"
"Si"
Applications should be turned in Paddoek,
to the Psychology Department of"lime tar res eel
"Eets right on
fice, CH157, by that time, Vich said
to El Charm’s?"
South First Street
Initiation of new members will
in San lose"
take place at 8 p.m. Friday at the
The Real Es! ate and insurance
"Amigo?"
"Si"
home of Dr. William McBain. 1657
McBain Ave., San Jose. New mem- Association will hold its first meet"I’nt mueho hungry"
"ay ny yi"
bers will he initiated at the be- ing tomorrow night at 7:30 at the
ginning of the meeting so that they Valley Title Co., 38 N. First St.
According to Scott Rathsam,
may participate in the business
’,resident, members and their
meeting to follow.
Featured on the program will be guests will have the opportunity
talks by Dr. Edward Minium, de- to tour the facilities iif a mielern
partment head in psychology; Dr. title company.
MEETrankle
William Winter. associate professor
of psychology, and Dr. William Mc - Grad Graduates
An understanding of the truth
EL CHARRO RESTAURANT
Second IA. David F. Phillips, a
Bain. assistant professor of psycontained in Science and
Dinners. Lunches, and food to go
chology.
recent graduate of SJS. completed
Health with Key to the Scrip- the officer orientation course at the
tures by Mary Baker Eddy can
Special Low Price Luncheons for
Adjutant General’s School, Fort
remove the pressure which conBenjamin Harrison, Ind.
cerns today’s college student
Students and Faculty
and Ilp
Phillips, a former resident of
upon whom increasing dePalo Alto, finished an eight -week
mands are being made for
799 So. First St.
CV 2-3710
miirse, designed Pr nm% ly commisThe 1962 Homecoming Queen
will find herself in a whirl of activities following her crowning at
the Coronation Ball Friday night,
according to Phyllis Smith, Queen
Committee chairman.
On Oct. 23 Her Majesty and her
court will be feted on the Frank
Darien Show. The program is
viewed at 5:30 p.m. on KNTV,
Channel 11.
Also appearing on the show will
be the Homecoming Committee,
---------

Barbecue Set
By IA Group

Health Service
Immunizations
Oct 27 Deadline
or Pre-law Test Set for Friday
Deadline for applications to take
’he Nov. 10 National Law School
admission test is Oct. 27 for seniors
planning to enter law school in the
fall. warned Dr. T. M. Norton,
assistant professor of political science and pre -law adviser.
Applications must be sent to the
Educational Testing Service at
Princeton, N.J. They are available
in CH146.

Dres Right
For
I I omecom i n
You Can’t
Afford Not To!
You’ll be d r
d right for
Homecoming and Il your important social and business
functions with a naturally tailored suit by Middishape. Se loot your suit from the season’s
smartest colors too! Smoke
Hast Canyon Blues, Night
Shadows, Harvest Browns and
Forest Tones.
from

$59.50

Bring In The
Gift Certificate
Shown Below
And Save $750
On Your Suit
Purchase
If you buy your suit NOW.
Fozworthy Men’s Store will
give you $7.50 in merchandise
or you can apply the money
to the price of your suit. So
if you purchase
$59.50 suit.
you actually pay only $52.00.
Normal alterations are in’
cluded FREE. You can use
your Bankamericard or First.
NationalCharge Too! Fill Out
Your Gift Certificate and
Bring it in TODAY!

1413 Foxworthy Avenue
-Out the Almaden Expressway to Forworthy and turn
right to the Foxworthy Shopping Center"
AN 4-8692

1.1 1."1’ (1,1{TIFIC
your nom.)

Upon presentation of this certificate may select
merchandise in the

a

(gift from

EVERY
COLLEGE
STUDENT
CAN BENEFIT
by
reading
this
book

SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.

Real Estate Meet

iii1,C(r11,.,)«..

Free to You for 30 Days
St cute and Health may’ he
read, borrowed, or purrhased
for $3 at any Christian Science
Reading Room On request a
copy will he mailed to you postpaid. After 30 days you may
keep the book by remitting the
cost or return it to the Reading
Room in the mailing carton
provided.

1XIII];1116
AT
STEREOPHONIC
MONAURAL
CLASSICS
POPULAR

$3.18

ROBERT’S BOOK CO.
* Great Classics
* Best Sellers
* Famous Movies

C011egl.

Iit

livefing time
30
Date
By

AkVAVAILIZMATAVA2=1=======V

in g piare
Vimirsrial Chapel

EFIES_En_TEIHIESE

Think Man Think!

at

Christian Science
Organization
NAV

-ned officers.

over 5000
Paperbacks

Th,s
Ray Cheri’,
"Gr aa

dollars

Foxworthy Store for Men

Foxworthy Store for Men
ICJ Fomorthy Avenue
San Jose 24. California AN 4-11692

SAM Dues

Today

ESEEREESIEBE

111-,
as

Froth Pictures

’1 8

’Psych H onorary
Deadline Today

Information about Science
and Health may also be ohtained on campus through the

THIS CERTIFIES that

Seven and 50 I 00

Woman Lobbyist
To Talk Tomorrow

il

STORE for MEN

(Fill in

National Examinat.
Set for SJS in 1963

AL L

9exteepth9

Amount of

Homecoming Queen
To Appear on TV

266 SOUTH FIRST
OPPOSITE UA THEATER

VALLEY FAIR
AT

PAPING

LOT

on 4th across from library
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U.N. To Challenge State Department Backs
Widespread Poverty Senate -Accused Officer ’Francis Amendment
Denies Jury Trial’
Counsel Ruling:
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if,kpn
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Mer.
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But as a Ilit ela-s service idle ! said, Wieland %vas telling fine:els
prefer to accept I.
rather than State Department yesterday de- cer, he is subject to other assign- that Castro was a Communist
By ALLFAilKA BRANSON
I
gifts, Sen said.
SALZBERG, Au.stila I tPI
fended the continued employment ments at any time.
surrounded by Communists.
and , Austria, 0,5 an example of a small of
Foreign Service Officer William
%Vhile millions of Americans
White said Wieland received a
"Yet he never told his superiors
Elatopealla arc worried about get- country seeking to aid onorer na- E. Wieland,
criticized Monday by security clearance after last year’s officially or wrote in any departting fat and spending huge sums tions, hopes to realize a total of ’20 the Senate Internal Security sub- review of his case, which was ment paper down to the day when
Corm -11 put his question ill.
SACRAMENTO . UPI
I ..1,
each of which will cost committee.
of money on reducing aids and mojects,
requested by the subcommittee.
Fidel Castro stood belore the lative counsel A. C. Mot: ;
!
ma. from $100,000 t., room.
..:: ly:
non
to
million
300
about
diets.
The subcommittee said in a turThe stibcommittee has been world as a self-proclaimed Marx- ruled that a person him !
-,Voult1 a person 1,,i oil to be it
Austrian U.N. officials informed
ban of the world’s people are not
mal report made public Monday critical of Wieland’s activities as ist. what he told friends privately subversive it.
the
:ilernberuif ii communo or subthe FAO that this includes mainly that
getting enough to eat.
Wieland must take part of an expert connected with the Cu- . . ." the subcommittee said.
Francis constitutional rotwodaient sersive nreatuzation pursuant to
These figures were cited by It. agricultural projects, as this mem- the blame for the Conununist ban situation from 1941.
"Mr. Wieland became an active woull not be entitled to a jury the Louis Fran. is amenIment Ur
R. Sen, director of the United try of seven million is unmanly takeover in Cuba. It charged he
It said that exact pinpoint of apologist for Fidel Castro, even
witted to a any trial?"
Nations Food and Agricultural Or- rich in agricultural technicians and :was lacking in "integrity and gen- blame for certain failures in the
The opinion. written for Asitemto the extent of openly contradictmethods.
The arriWer written April 30 by
ganizat ion I FAO i .
emit suitability."
department cannot be made be- ing intelligence officers who were blynum John O’Connell, ID -San
These include setting up training
Opening a new campaign against
State Department Press Officer cause some official reports were attempting to brief Dr. Milton Francisco I, is months old but wit, deputy INislative counsel Terry L.
Baum was equally as terse.
hunger and need, Sen appealed re- courses, examining the land for ap- Lincoln White said Wieland had withheld.
Eisenhower, then on an official !nude public by the lawmaker
eently to all developed countries, plication of the best artificial fer- . been kept on after a "full review
"In our opinion he a:twirl not be."
The report complained that Wie- trip to Mexico representing his today.
big and small, to "help the devel- tilizets, grass seeds and grains.
:of all the evidence" by Secretary land had seen intelligence data brother, President Dwight I)
"The guarPntee in the California
NEAR EAST
aping countries help themselves." ,
of State Dean Rusk a year ago.
constitution of the right of trial by
for years indicating that Fidel Eisenhower, respecting commu. Austria also is planning to send
He said Wieland is serving as Castro was pro-Communist, and
STARVING MILLIONS
preserves only such right as it
nism in the Castro regime," the
. !set at common law in 1850,"
"In addition to the perhaps 500 sugar beet seeds to the Near and a management analyst in the de- had Communist associates. At report said.
the opinion. "The constitumillions who are literally sett ring," , Far East and is to help with for- ,: partment’s Office of Management. least as early as 1958, the report
tional guarantee does not extend to
Sen said "one billion people -- a estation planning in British Guiana as well as setting up veteran- lit
’I
SlCiitl poiceeding unless exthird of the world’s population . .
ain
co
courses
there.
pre,Iy made available by law."
are existing on inadequate or im. arY training
i
Other
countries
can
follow
Airs)
Assemblyman Loida Francis of
proper diets."
’ example, Sen said.
.
San Mates, is specifically identified
The FAO’s campaign, against trio’s
"Even
the
smallest
countries
as the utit h o r of the proposed
hunger and need, he said, is twofold. The first objective is to make can contribute to this battle in this
NEW DELHI
One amendment. Proposition 24, on the
manner,"
he
said.
.
the world conscious of the extent
Communist Chinese soldier was Nov. 6 general election ballot.
WASHINGTON (UPI’
By ti.XVI,OBO P. t.DDM IN
af poverty in the highly developed , "Everylxxly can take part who
nutrition. and !amine. according to
i’’’’’’’i - killed yesterday in a new SimFrancis has claimed that the
United Press International
the general picture of Communist tent Kennedy and Soviet Foreign Indian clash along the disputed controversial Section 3 of the
’20th century. The second aim is to is aware of the intense need in the :
from the campaignWASHINGTON
An Agricul- China’s trade in farm products, Minister Andrei Gromyko will meet border of the. two countries, it was amendment which outlines what
study the circumstances so effee-’ world today
tive steps may be taken to alltni- 1.1’ for public awareness of the ture Department study shows that pieced together from fragmental) tomorrow at the request of the officially announced.
yeitins are subversive is clarified
needs of others to the aericultural i hunger, malnutrition, and famine’ data. Even so, ERS said, Red China Russians, the White House an ate the situation.
An Indian Foreign Office sielies- hy the words "pursuant to law."
1 expert who demonstrates better
’ induced by three (rippling crop, has not abandoned her basic ob. flounced today,
"This is not just a fund-raisman said "some Chinese opened
The proposed amendment would
ing campaign... seil emphasized. ’,larding methods to the farmers ,.I f ,i1 tires have forced Communist
No official reason was given for fire at one of our positions" this forbi i Communists or Communist
leetive of farm trade for industrial
a:I:
,nes
I
in."
china
to
halt
industrial
expansion,
meeting,
which
the
comes
amid
fot
items.
In
this
way
China
asking
charity.
not
can save
"We are
morning in the northeast frontier frail organizations from appearing
growing U.S. concern about a pos- area.
cut back farm exports, and mak. her scarce foreign exchange.
but asking people to help these
on the ballot. working for public
e
merge’
fuel
sable
new
ney
and
serious
East-West
purchases
of
countries to help themselves."
Ens economists see little hope
"Our past returned the fire," the acencies, taking a tax exemption
flare-up
over
grains.
.
Berlin.
He said as an example, with
fan- betterment of China’s agriculspokesman said. "The Chinese and from using a public building.
But there was some speculation withdrew, leaving behind ’Inc dead It also would require teachers to
proper methods, agriculturist proThe department’s economic re- tore so long as the Communist
search service, ERS, said the key- leadership rules. As a result of in official quarters here that Gm- who was buried by our troops."
ductivity can be raised twn and
o-stify under oath that they have
_.,
note of economic policy in Red destruction of China’s free-enter- mYko might use the occasion to
three times its present yield in
The new clash, the first in near. not been tr.emhers of the party at
China during the first 11 years of prise system 01 fanning, agricul- arrange for an American visit bY ly a week, came ati top Indian di’. ;my time since Oct. 3,19l5.
many Asian and African countries.
"The developed countries large, MI ,NTE CARLO, alonaco IUPD Communist rule has been to export : ture has buckled under the burden Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev. tense officials met in New Delhi
Under the controversial section,
In another development, it was for a review of the latest develop- an organization can be found to be
and small can hell" by providing - Ti,.. people of Monaco united farm products to pay for the ma- of providing food and fiber for use
knowledge, technical skills, ins -eat. behind Prince Rainier and Princess : chinery and equipment needed to at home and fox’ sales abroad. ERS learned that Kennedy has received inents in the bloody dispute with Red by an Appellate or Superior
: said gross mismanagement of Linn a high-level recommendation front Red China over the bolder re,;ion Court fudge, a county grand ittry.
ment resources and technical Grace yesterday to stave off the industrialize the country.
studies,- the FAO ditector said.
catastrophe that this tiny Riviera
But ineptness of farm policies, resources by the authorities, who within his administration for staPrime Minister Jawaharlal Ne:1- the stvte attorney general or any
principality might lose out as a coupled with unfavorable weather. put politics over and above sound tinning a United Nationas official ru returned from a visit to Ceylon court, officer, board commission,
LOANS, NOT GIFTS
He suggested that projects be tax-free paradise because of a dip- i brought three poor crop years in. farming practices, has been the in Berlin who would have broad as word of the new incident was ageney or it her body of the govInmatic fight with France.
a mw. The result was hunger. [nal-, leading cause.
duties.
released.
ernment of the United States.
set up to assist these countries
--A spokesman at the palace said: ---- in developing their own industries,
hi
la.
experience, superior individuals from every wraduate and
skills anti technicians. It could event the mailman had been bringing
undergraduate educational discipline find successful careers
be looked upon as a profitable en- messages of good will from the
in a major agency such as the Thompson Company. Staff
terprise because many countries various local and foreign residents
of this 360-acre country,
members in our New York Office alone represent nearly 300
colleges and universities here and abroad.
So far, no foreign country has
come forth with any statements of
. solidarity for toy -sized Monaco. pin- I
Your career with us. You may be surprised to learn
broiled in a tax war with France.’
that while an advertising company must have artistically creBut a palace spokesman said
ative people, it depends just as much on people who are imaginever before in the history of Monative and inventive in other ways.
naco had the citizens so enthusiastically demonstrated patriotism.
Our business is selling. Communicating through the writ ten
The National Council parliament
and spoken word is how we sell. You must possess the ability
PHoENIX IUPD - Escaped has often been in dissension with
to speak and write well so your ideas may be shared and
trunk murderess Winnie Ruth the prince about various matters
understood.
Judd, 59, remained at large yester- hut now they are "solidly united,"
We are looking for the kind of men who wish and are able to
day and police said they had no the government official said.
assume substantial responsibility early in their business lives.
solid leads to the whereabouts of
Lotto Monaco awaited an inviTo such men we offer a remarkable chance to grow and develop
the mental patient who fled the tation rom France for negotiations
one seldom found in any firm.
Arizona Slate Hospital nine days hi resume.
ago.
Meanwhile, citizens bravely eon Previous advertising experience is not required. Basically,
Mrs. Judd, convicted of shooting tinned business as usual.
our interest is in the nature of a person, and not in his spetnalher two roommates, Hedvig SamThe official attitude was to issue
ized knowledge and abilities.
uelson and Ann Lena, and shipping optimistic statements to outsiders.

Commie Killed
In Sino-Indian
Russ,
JFK
Years of Crop Failure Halts
Border Clash
Red ( hinese Farm Exports Set Meeting

Monaco Citizens’
Patriotism High
In Tax umpute

Trunk Killer
Winnie Judd
Still Missing

their bodies to Los Angeles in a
The palace insisted no foreigners
trunk, apparently slipped out of had picked up their money and
the hospital through an unlocked left town in view of the fact they
doer.
may have to pay taxes.

CoPr., to Proctor’s

for best selection
and value!

A career
for
excep Lional
men

... Sonic notes about you, about
us, and the advertising business
About you. If you are the man we seek: You have an
abiding curiosity about people and the world around you.

1 p

711)

An emerald-cut diamond
with five baguettes in
a matching pair

You’re alert and responsive to new ideas, new ways of doing
things. You like to take on new problems ... you see them as
opportunities.
You dig deep into the why of things. And the best answers
you can come up with today are never good enough for you
totnorrow.
You’re an individualist. Yet you thrive on team spirit.
You have conviction about freedom of choice, consistent
with the rights of others.

VERY SPECIAL!

You’re the kind of man who could be successful in business
for himself, but you see the greater challenge implicit in the
major enterprises of today’s world.

Both rings for

8395
NO MONEY DOWN

TERMS TO SUIT YOU

We help over 500 companies in the United States and
abroad sell thousands of products and services to hundreds of
millions of people. Last year alone, we were responsible for the
advertising investment of over one-third of a billion dollars.

CHOOSE TF-IE FINFSTI
When it corns, to

DIAMONDS
you’ll do best at ...

Ab011i US. The .1. Walter Thompson Company was formed
Ors years ago. It has for many years been the largest advertising firm; its stock is owned by more than five hundred active
at tell members.

At

91 So, First StreetSAN JOSE
r: jr,,rx NIQII .1
op, I 11,,
307 Town & Country VillageSAN JOSE
Otis,. Was ,
and Fri Nigh IC

meterJ

There are 6.700 people working with Thompson around the
world. Our backgrounds range far and wide. And so do our
assignments: writing, art market research, media buying, TV
and radio, styling, marketing and merchandising, music and
the theatre, engineering, accounting and statistical analysis,
international business, and the social sciences are only part
of the list.

We offer you no standard starting salary. no cut-and-dried
training program. Beginning salaries tire individually considered and compare favorably to those of other national firms.
We help you tailor your own development program, based on
your interests, your abilities, your goals. Your program will
differ from other men’s programs just as you differ from
other men.
When you join us you will work side by side with experienced advertising men. Your growl h will be based on your own
initiative, your own development. There are no age or seniority requirements to limit the responsibility you can earn.
We encourage you to follow your curiosity into all phases of
advertising. because we want you to become a well-rounded
practitioner as rapidly as possible. Experienced advertising
men are eager to coach you individually in your efforts to
develop your capabilities. Additionally, you are free to delve
into every nook and cranny of advertising through our
annual series of twenty professional seminars, workshops and
classes. You learn from men who are experts in their fields.

.Inini men I% ho join 11%. I :it
who have Joined II, itt ii.
and are enjoying varied,

out of ten college men
li;,ve remained with us
careers.

Because of our emphasis on early growth, relatively young
men commonly handle major responsibilities in many phases
of our businessin New York and throughout the world.
AU initial assignments are in New York City. However,
there are many offices throughout the United States and the
world to which you may, if interested, request assignment
later on,
,
,
If you wtsh to be a randinlaw, you mug/ hr it+ a p
between in ’wary 1, 1fai-1 aaal ians 1, /964, y(,,, m
further information at the placement ottiec. Please
,
with them regarding the possibility of a personal inters eu
We will be on campus November I and will be unable to ret urn
in t he spring.
its

J. Walter Thompson Company
I,terAngeleK. Hullywood. Waithingt on.
NPW York, Chicago, net rod. San Frit
D. C.. Miami, Pittsburili. Montreal. Toren!, Mexie, City. San Juan. }teen,
Aires. Montevideo, SAn 1.31110, Rio (le Janeiro. Perin Alegre. Recife. Belo
Horizonte, Santiago chit,", Lima. Lenden. Penis, Antivern. Ammerrinm,
Frankfurt, Milan, Vienne. Johann,Mre. Cape Toon. Durban, Fort Flizaheth.
satiable), (Southern Rhmionini. Tioreltay, Caleint NP. Delhi, Mistime Karachi,
Colombo &Ceylon,. Sydney, Melbourne, ’Inky, Ilssika. Manila.
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Yankees Beat Giants 1-0 To Become Champs
Ralph Terry Series Hero,
Pitches Four-Hitter To Win

Distance Men
Meet Stanford
tr/rn the finish team. Ins year he
has is.pped the Long Beach State
Invitational and the meet Saturday. Muiphy set national frosh
recants at six miles arld 10.000
i of another
leove.-.1 I.*SC
the Spartans,
.l team will
!Meats until
htunpionships at Lanin late Ninember.
awn. the Spartans will be
t’nconcentaiting on Friday’s trip to
Palo Alta This is because’ Sianford is ranked th!rd in the nation
by the Track and Field Newsletter. The Spartans are No. 1.
And nil wonder. In the Sacramento State Invitational Saturday,
the Indians’ Daxe Dubener placed
thini in ;in extremely tough field.
He is only a freshman competing
in the varsity class and his time
of 18:28 was only 20 seconds behind SJS’ s Jeff Fishback’s BRUN
clockina.
Fishback finished second behind
the Spat -tans’ Danny Murphy.
Murphy has taken charge of the
SJS distance men since mming up

Big Auto
Insurance Savings Announced
Women and married me over
21: VII less 313 dividnd, or a net
of $65 (bated on current 17 per
cent diridndl Single men under
25- $252 leu $43 dividend. or not
of 120/.
$10/20,000 Bodily In.lury Liability, 15.003
Property Damage end 1500 Medical
Paymnts. Other covrages Of coinsayings. Payments cats be
Perbl
mad onc heic or four times
Call or
,it. for full Infortea,
rnetion to George M. Campbell,
544 M.d. Aritnue. 5unnyvela
REgent 1.1741 (day 5 &te).

With two All-Americans on the
squad. Murphy has had a tough
tast. Fishback and Ron Davis,
both All-Americans, have yet to
best Murphy in a winning effort.
But Fishbaek, Davis and Ben
Murphy in the Watermelon Run.
Still the sprite Murphy placed
fourth in that lace.
The Indians will be tough at
home, murh tougher than they
showed at Saciamento. Their
home course, run over a golf
course, will be in much better condition than the Sacramento State
track. which was under water for
the most part. ;
Coach Miller said the duel meet
at Stanford will be the "duel meet
of the year in Northern California." Fans will be able to see most
of the race from one vantage point
because of the golf course track.
"Under good conditions, it will be
a different story," Miller said.
While the varsity was at Sacramento Saturday, the junior varsity
team continued Its work outs in
’am too. In an intrasquad handicap race Larry Creider ran fifth
overall but won the handicap. This
was the first time he had ever ran
cross country. He is usually a 4411
/lash man.
Dick Wilkins and Howard Thew
finished in a dead heat for first
in the handicap event with a time
of 15:09.
Five other frosh members are
pressing for varsity berth. according to Miller. Presently, Joe Neff
is seventh. Mike Lamendola, Diet
Kraus and John Litlin are in "the
bandits." This is a group of the
top 10 runners.

Raiders Fire Coach
OAKLAND (UPI) -- Marty
Feldman. 39, coach of the last
place Oakland Raiders of the
American Football League, was replaced by William Corkright.
6(S111) IA:APPLE:It
SAN FRANCISCO UP11-- Leo
Nomellini, 260-pound defensive
tackle of the San Francisco FortyNiners of the National Football
League, is a professional wrestler
during the off-season.

c:Al AIRLINE RESERVATIONS
Pacific
TWA

13n4
tin: cc.;

Pan American
Western Thriffair

CALL
CY 3-1031
travel agency

Slits

stiff %%Intl %titbit whipurd in
Mit totsard hon.. plate troth t
1111t Ii
pitchers. alfield
though it made the fielder.’ ttork
difficult tat Hy ball.. The tt Intl
al Hine, ranged front ’15 to 35
toile an hour.

Sidelines

Coach Lee Walton
Stresses Fitness
In Current Drills

$. I ti

t

Ku)

renter.
Sanford then art
to
load the bases with none out. Ku.
hek then goainded to
shortstosp
Jose Pagan for the ,tart al
double play by Wi0. ,i1
loa
and Skowtan (sane home with
the
only run of the game. Riehardson
fouled out to end the inning.
Na York threatened to score
again in the seventh innina when
Boyer and Terry hit successive
singles, putting runners //n first
and second with two out. but Ku.
bek flied out to left field. Sanford
yielded only five singles daring the
first seven innings.
The Giants made their first sethreat in the last //f the
seventh when IVIeCiive3. tripled to
deep center field with two nut.
Terry got the third tad by
out eeperla. -Just hatore Nletitt
trip! e, rookie
Tont ’fresh wade a emelt that
probably I> I’ll the game for %en
I ked

TPITY

Golf Team Faces Big Year

Rice Owls Coach
Rates Mel Renfro
As All-American

EXPERT
LUBRICATION

98c

Did You Say Typewriters?

SAN JOSE

SAVE
2’ & 3’

SENIORS

Economics
Business
Administration

PER
GA

hick.
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REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT careers
in the State of California’s multi-billion dollar
highways and water programs.

ETHYL
319

the First National Charge Plan

In the ninth, pineh-bitter Mutty
Alou beat out it bunt tel open the
inning and Willie Mays doubled
hirn to third base with two out.
Terry then ended the game by
inducing McCovey to line out to
Bobby Richardson at second base.
This was a gratifying truimph
for Terry, who was the "goat" of
the 1960 series because he served
up a game -winning homer to Bill
NI azeros k i of the Pittsburgh
Pirates in the seventh azime of
that classic.

only
hit during t lo.
tour inning., ran into ti...1.1.
the fifth us hen Moo.,
led
the inning %tit!, r
to left :Ind raced to third

Tiny pitched perfect hall for
five 2-3 innings before Sanford
singled to right field in the sixth
for San Francisco’s first hit.
Terry struck out four batters
and did not walk any. This was
his second victory of this series,
having beaten the Giants in last
By DON CHAPMAN
Wednesday’s fifth game in New
Willie Mays hit a line drive into
By (iENE WILLIAMS
York, 5-3. Before that triumph he
Inactive until Friday, Oct. 214 had lost four straight World Series the left field corner which Trash
’might after a long run.
. San Jose State’s varsity water polo decisions.
The Yankees threatened in the
:team will undergo a strenuous
Sanford, who had given up eighth to break the game
wide
Last spring. led by the efforts of hard-hitting Jahnnv: Lotz, San physical condtioning plan in an at’pen.
Jose State’s varsliy golf team walloped its way to an impressive tempt to snap what coach Lee
Richardson opened the inning
Walton terms "a mid -season leth16-4-1 record in dual competition and in so doing drew a few raised
with a liner to short. Paizan,
argy."
t hrow pulled Cepeda off the lii.t:
eyebrows in the collegiate golf circuit.
After an iminessiye 23-1 conand Richardson was safe
This year, the bulwark of that team is hack and more punch quest of a weak San Franc.---/.!
T re s h beat out a liner all
has been added to it. In Co-Coach Jerry Vroom’s words, "we have State team in its season openei
If Pagan’s knee and Mantle angled
I
HOUST(iN,
considerably more depth than last year, assuming these boys will three weeks ago, the Spartan met -men have experienced only spas- you’re looking for some irnpartial to right to load the bases.
still be with us in the spring."
Mark forced Richaolson at Ow
nuxlic success.
opinions about All -America can"These boys" upon whom the hopes of a highly successful golf
Walton’s aquamen dropped two didates, Houston football followers1 plate and Howard hit into twin
year for the college rests. include Lots, Bill Aragona, Mike Tamer, narrow decisions to tough Cal and will recommend Oregon’s Mel Ren- kill to end the inning
Grant Hornbeak, Tom Barber. and Harlan Krantz, all lettermen on Stanford units, and then bounced fro without qualification.
back to win its league opener
"I don’t know when I’ve seen
last year’s squad.
against an outmanned Foothill out- a back as good as that one." said
sql*AD BoasTEItED
fit.
veteran istach Jess Neely. %%hos,
Add to these men the two outstanding members of the powerful
Last weekend the Spartans split favored Rice Owls were wrecked
1962 freshman team-.-Harry Taylor and John Brugger, transfers two games. Friday, playing in an
31-12 by Renfro and the Webfoots
Tom Culligan of the College of San Mateo state champion junior outdoor pool under inteimittent
last Saturday.
college team and Dan James, a 2I5 -pound slugger out of the service rain and windstorms, the locals
Houston press sports editor 13.
and pre\ Molly the 0..11ege of San Mateo, and talk of a national col- controlled the liall but not the
Rule, after watching Hernia gain
legiate crown for the varsity that has rumbled in Bay Area circles scoreboard. They suffered a 7-5
141 yards in 13 carrws and run
would seem to have backbone.
league defeat at the hands of Uni- a pass interception back titi sat hi
However, Vroom is not ready to go out on a limb. "Our program veisity of Pacific.
said the Oregon hallback
dd
appears to be on the upgrade again, but we aren’t making any rash
Saturday, in a contest or little rank with 1954 Rice start Deke
ALL
statements."
importance, the Spurts played ex- Ntoe.ae.
CARS
Vroom’s conservative outlook can be understood after examina- cellently and walked over Fresno
"For one game at least, Ric.
’
tion of the continued success of Houston University in the recruiting State, 10-4. The non-league match Stadium saw Moeple’s equal," Itu!/
All Other Car Services
game. Houston. known as "The Notre Dame of college golf," gets evened State’s //serail reco:/1 :1 wrote, lie said he rated Mocalr
of Discount Prices
,
the best money can buy. usually. However, it didn’t quite make the 3-3.
dad Renfro
a’ af korner 01:
Walton has hopes of rejuvenat- lege stars 11111.,
i,trigster with a familiar golf
boat in the case of a 19-year -old
..nnon and Join/
DISCOUNT LUBP.ITORIUM
name, Dick Lots, who presently hold- the state amateur golf crown. ing his charges in the next tin David (-raw
dk-awity run6th & KEYES
CY 5-6257
days. He expects to came up aith ners.
a
winning
combination
during
the
ENROLLED AT HOUSTON
Dick, the brother of 22-year-old John, was enrolled at HotalM !idle stretch and make a bid for
after receiving a scholarship for his prowess on the fairways, hut the Nor Cal crown.
If the Spartans are to become
left after two weeks on the Texas campus and is now hack at his
alma mater the College of San Mateo. determined to get the grades title threats they will have to imWe’ve got ’ern!
prove upon their shooting le/rataneeded for entrance to San Jose State.
Last July, at Duke University at Durham, NC., however, Hous- ages. Only three reserves, Dave
New, used and rental rnach.ne%
Fully guaranteed
ton didn’t need Dick or any other Lotz as it again walked off with Corbett, R. J. Riddle and Gran:
Rogers,
have
hit
on
30
percent
at
Free
parking and delivery
the national championship. The whims of match play golf, which
Special student rates
have haunted Johnny Lots did so again in the tourney, anti he was their goal attempts.
Even Jim Monsees, a flashy lefty
humped out in the second round. However, any doubt of John’s skill
120 E. Sass Fernando
CY 3-528)
re
at to Cal Book
:/t the tee can also he removed by a quick look at his medal -play who was an all -Nor Cal selection
:01
dipped
under
the
year,
has
last
statistics and tournament record. The husky senior averaged 69
strokes a round last year in dual competition. His list of tournament percent mark. However. Jim has
victories includes the Northern California match and medal play been outstanding at times in postehampionships, the Oakland, Hayward. and Alameda city champion- ing 33 goals.
Steve Skold, with 24 scores, is
ships and the Western Intercollegiate championship (twice> to name
the only other Spartan to hit over
it few.
ten goals. However, Skold and
FROSIII OUTLOOK 131:11:11T
Monsees have accounted for alAdded encouragement for San Jose State’s golf picture in the most half of the SJS attempts.
future lies in Vroom’s bright outlook for the freshman team this year.
According to Vroom, an improvement is in order. That’s saying
a lot, because the 1962 club lost only one match, and that km, to
Menlo junior college, was erased with a victory later in the season.
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SLIPPING ALONGIdaho quarterback Larry Strohrneyer (20)
slips in the mud as his teammate Ron Kulm (43) tries to heIp
him keep his footing. The muddy turf was a big factor in the
final outcome of the score Saturday. Idaho tied the Spartans
12-12 when SJS had the winning TD called back.

By LEO H. PETERSEN
SAN FRANCISCO I UPI 4 - The
Nit York Yankees won their 20th
Warld Series championship yester
ditv when handsome Ralph Terta
pitched them to a four-hit, 1-1i
victory over the San Francisco
Giants in the seventh and deciding
game.
The Yankees pushed across the
only run of the game in the fifth
inning when shortstop Tony Kubek
grounded into a double play with
the bases loaded.
Terry, 26, a right-handed fast’
hailer’, thus won a pitching duel
from Jack Sanford of the Giants
before it croral of 43,948 at windy
Candlestick Park.
In protecting his preenrittun
-run lead, Terry worked hi.,
sy ay Mit 1,1 serum’. Jams In the
wventh and
inning... Terry
ended the Giants’ first t tin -at

Art Martinez
290 South First St., San Jose

Ad/MATURE RANDOM CORD
of select 10(1; cotton.
Sanforized Pfus, 34.99
All parking tickets validated
Open Mon., Thurs. A Fri. 111 9 p.m.

Positions are in RIGHT OF WAY - the profession
of appraisal, negotiation, acquisition, and
tminagement of real property - in the Division
of highways.

MAJOB OIL CO. GASOLINE

MAKE AN INTERVIEW APPOINTMENT

PURITAN OIL CO.

NOW

401 & William - 6th & Keyes
10th & Taylor

AT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE
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Three of the members of the
San Jose State track team from
last spring have been named to
the All-American track team for
1962
Jeff Fishback was named to the
team in the 3,000-meter steeplechase. His best time last year was
8524. This was the second AllAmerican award for Fishback. He
was named to the All-American
cross country team last year.

Fishback is back with the
cross country team this year.
The team is rated No. I In the
nation by the Track and Field
Newsletter.
The second All-American award
went to hammer thrower Ed
Burke. Burke was one of the most
consistent members of the SJS
team last spring, according to
cross country coach Dean Miller.
Burke is hard at work practicing the hammer for the PanAmerican games next spring, Miller says.
Dennis Johnson, who competed with a bad leg for most of
the year was named an AllAmerican in the 100 -yard dash.
Johruion’s best time was 9.4
last year.
The year before Johnson burned
up the track world as he equalled
the then world record of 9.3 four
times. Twice he broke the record
with 9.2s only to lose the mark
because of the wind.
According to Miller, Johnson
is currently in Australia training
for the British Empire Games
later this fall.
In addition to the three college
All-Americans, the Spartans have
picked up three high school AllAmericans for the freshman team.
Ed Moody, who set a national
high school record in the low
hurdles at 18.2, won the award
In his specialty. Moody is also
a great sprinter, having run a
9.5 100 last year.
Richard Steubbins was named
to high school team in the 100yard dash. He tied the national
record with a 9.4 clocking last

1.1
Oran sip, 04np

ION

47 North First Street

FM RIDING

year. He also was second in the
state championships in the 220
last year.
The third high school All-American is John Garrison in the MO.
He placed second in the state meet
but was named to the All-American team because that was the
only race he lost all year. His
best time was 1:52.7.

Two U.S. Cities
Authorized
For Olympics
CHICAGO (UPIIDetroit and
Lake Placid were authorized by
the U.S. Olympic Committee yesterday to bid to bring the 1968
Olympic Games to die United
States.
Detroit was selected from five
cities bidding for the summer
games and Lake Placid was chosen
to bid for the winter games which
had only two applicants.
Kenneth L Wilson of the USOC.
complimented the presentations of
all of the cities, and said that
he believed any one of them would
have facilities superior to those
which could be made possible in
any other cities in the world.
Salt Lake City was the other
bidder for the winter games while
Philadelphia. Portland, Ore., San
Francisco and Los Angeles had
bid for the slimmer games.
Los Angeles, in a statement issued by William M. Henry, criticized the choice of Detroit by implication.
"We particularly regret that the
decision was not made by the
committee which actually visited
the sites and saw and heard the
presentations of the five cities
which were bidding for the honor," Henry said.

Warriors Open
Training Camp
At Santa Cruz
SANTA CRUZ. Calif. (UPI)
The San Francisco Warriors
opened their training camp here
Monday.
Coach Bob Feerick said he hoped
the practice sessions would allow
his team to "acquire some depth
and heal some injuries."
Star rookies Dave Fedor and
Wayne Hightower both received
minor injuries in the recent exhibition grind and center Wilt Chamberlain had 11 stitches taken in
his arm after one game.
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Goodwill Costume Rental
44
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E.,ery Thurs. & Fri. Til 9:00
Market St.
CY 1-4609

Washington’s Coffeey
Selected as Big Six
’Back of the Week’
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)Junlor League Coffeey, 205-pound
Washington fullback, is the Big
Six "Back of the week."
The Husky sophomore, who
came to Washington after a sensational hikh school career in
Texas, lived up to his press clippings as he moved for 113 yards
In Washington’s 14-13 squeaker
over Oregon State.
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ASU Has Two Backs
Rated Tops in Nation
By JOHN HENRY
a *ore throat. Everyone el’.. is
The Arizona State Sun Devilo back In top form. The On
have a diversified attack that fea- question mark is Wendell setnIi.
tures two of the finest halfbacks in He Is better but may noi hr.
the country, according to Coach ready to go Saturday.
Bob Titchenal.
Walt Roberts is hark in top
Charley Taylor is the big gun after having a sore knee.
for the Devils, both offensively and
Looking back over last Saturdefensively. To beat Arizona State day’s game, Titchenal said that
the Spartans must contain Taylor. the movies of the game didn’t show
Titchenal says.
movement on the last play. "Idaho
Taylor played the major role in showed more movement on their
Arizona’s tie with the Washington touchdt an.’’ Ti tchena I said
State Cougars. He was told to
In the third quarter the scorehold All -America candidate Hugh board Hock was running sloo’,.
Campbell down to as few pass re- according to Titchenal. "That
ceptions as possible.
was the longest quarter in footTaylor took his Job to heart
ball," he said. End coach Harry
and completely shut Campbell
Anderson rtr llllll ented on f
slowness of ttst elork. "We prob.
out in the first half. In the 114.1.a iliY lul.s% ed rive minutes longer
ond half Campbell was able to
make five catches as the Cougars
in the quarter than we should
eitille from behind to tie the
have." he said.
Devils.
Rand Carter couldn’t run against
Head coach Frank Kush of Ari- Idaho because of the soreness of his
zona State feeLs that Taylor has hip. This hampered his effectivethe potential to become one of the ness despite the fact that he combest running backs in ASU’s pleted 16 of 21 passes.
Ph,to b,r Barry Stevenson
history.
Pete Demos pulled a muscle in
BLOCKED OUTSpartan Halfback Jerry Colthe game was the slowness of the clock in the
Taylor’s specialty is the "home- the game but probably will be
lett, on the ground, was blocked by Larry
third quarter. Coaches Bob Titchenal and Harry
run ball." He scored a key touch- ready for Arizona. If he isn’t.
Strohmeyer who turned and went in to help
Anderson think that the Spartans and Idaho
down on a 70-yard run off a screen Titchenal plans to put Bob Pateron the tackle. Bob Ames (right) also decides to
played about three minutes extra due to the
pass last year against Oregon son in at the flanker spot
jump in on the tackle. One of the factors in
slowness.
State. Last spring he scored on a
75-yard run from scrimmage in
practice.
INSURANCE
The second of ASC’s fine barks
PROBLEMS?
in Tony Lorick. He is not a
flashy runner but he is steady
We Insure Anyone!
and dependable. The ASI
Special Rates for Safe Drivers
coaches also rate him tops deLOW MONTHLY PAYMENTS sC
fensively. They say he Is a sure
.tevens insurance Service F
tackler with above-average
770 Willow St.
CY 7-21354
Today!
Only a week and three days re- out their next opponents.
There
speed.
main for "Little 500" bicycle race
Today’s football schedule has the
With all the running speed the
San Jose State’s record -smashentries to be handed in to Intra- International House playing
Devils have, Titchenal still experts
mural Director Dan Unruh in MG Moulder Hall No. 2. ’Moulder Hall ing frosh water polo team goes to see a lot of passing. Quarterback
USED CAR CORNER
121.
No. 2 Mat to the Birchezts by a after its 13th straight victory this John Jacobs is a fine passer, ac$1,495
61
Falcon
Teams, which will be composed forfeit, despite shutting them out, afternoon at 2:30 against San Jose cording to the coach. Last week
2 door
of four men and two alteinates, 15-0. The International House was
the
Sun
Devils
completed
34
passes
51,795
61 Falcon "Future"
City College in the Jaguar pool.
must have their entries in by Oct. idle Monday.
for a new school record.
. $1,195
59 Chevrolet
Coach Lee Walton’s Spartababes
Pink Tub and the Birchers bat27 in order to participate in the
In addition to Jacobs passing,
4 door sedan
tle in another C league game. The experienced little difficulty in a the Arizona State team also uses
qualifying trials Nov. 3.
$2 295
60 Chevrolet "Impala"
previous match with the Jags, halfback patterns,
Saints,
who
play
ODN
today,
according
The 50-mile race, a bicycle verdunking them 19-6. It was San Titchenal.
trounced
the
Pink
Tub,
32-0,
MonWILLIAMS
EARL
sion of the Indianapolis Memorial
Jose’s first of five consecutive
The Spartans will be in the
Day 500, wil be run on the South day. The Hustlers meet the FounMOTORS
league triumphs.
best condition of the season.
Campus quarter-mile track on tain Hall 69ers in a battle for last
(Class OF ’51)
place.
In
its
most
recent
outing
the
Titchenal says. The only man
Nov. 10. Thirty-three teams will
1199 S. First St.
CY 2-7557
Spartan
frosh
put
on
a
blistering
A
league
teams
should
see
good
sick is Johnny Johnson who has
line up then with the fastest qualiIPIPSVIMPRIMIOROOPWRIng.....*"c4,
results
come
from
ATO
No.
2
and
fourth
period
rally
to
overwhelm
fier at the pole position.
the Red Hoard’s game. The Beav- a stunned Stockton College seven,
In simulating the "Big 500," ers will try to keep up their pace 7-3.
there will be one pace lap before as they play Moulder Hall which
Ray Arveson, a lanky 6’4" forthe bikes get off to a flying start forfeited to the Cal-Hawaiians
ward from Washington High;
for the 200 laps to follow.
Monday.
School, turned in his finest offen- :
During the qualifications, only
The Cal-Hawallarts now lead A sive effort of the season. He led!
a broken chain or an obvious flat league with a 4-0 mark after its both teams in scoring with four
tire will permit the rider to quail- win. They should remain unbeaten / goals, three coming
in the final
fy over. Otherwise, once qualifi- as they play Markham Hall today. quarter.
;
timers
are
official.
cations begin
Possibly the best game from the A 1 Jeff Faulkner, center forward,
Rules and regulations explaining league will he the meeting of Allen leads the Sparababes in practically
the race may be obtained in Un- Hall and the Army ROTC. Mark- everything hut fouling. He has
ruh’s office. If there are any situa- ham barely lost to Allen Hall Rs scored the most goals, 29, hit for I
tions arising not covered in the last time out.
the highest percentage, 72 percent,’
rules, the Intramural Board will
With its 24-0 win over DSP, the and it tops in assists with nine. i
decide on needed interpretations. DU No. 2 squad once again knotBill Parker, co-captain and forIn other intramural action, ten- ted up the B league. SAE No. 2 ward, has hit on 26 of his 55 goal
nis winners in the second round stayed dose behind with a 19-6 attempts for 48 percent.
should report their scores to Un- defeat over the Pink Tub Annex.
Parker, along with Jeff Logan,
ruh as soon as possible and find DU has another tough game on its has recorded six assLsts. Logan is
Petite Debs
hands when it meets the Phi Sigs second in goal percentage among
today. DSP takes on the Pink Tub the regulars with 53 percent.
CAPPY CALLIN’
The Horizon’
Other high scorers are: Ray ArNEW YORK (UPIFred Annex today. SAE No. 2 meets
veson 23; Allen Hubbard, 19; Lo(Cappyi Capossela estimates he the Rebels today.
Sleek smooth leather
In other games the Raiders for- gan, 16; Mike Hansen, 14; George
has called more than 60,000 races
during his 28 years at thorough- feited to AFROTC. the Beavers Kinghorn, 14; and Greg Herrick.
In fall’s newly rich
13.
nipped the Red Hoard.
bred tracks,

’Little 500’ Race Soon; Spartababes
B League Is Tied Up Play SJCC

r
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Browns 8, Black

’ 3 5283

Popcorn detail

o.

Black on Black
Black on Autumn Brown

k

Sizes 41/2 to 10

LAWRENCE RADIATION LABORATORY
The Lawrence Radiation Laboratory is operated
by the University of California for the United
States Atomic Energy Commission. Current
projects are in the areas of nuclear explosives

for industry and defense, nuclear propulsion,
controlled thermonuclear reaction, space physics, and other advanced problems in nuclear
physics and engineering.

opportunity

cmployer

DOUGLAS SHOES
for The Men

high Style Mens’ Shoes
so many styles
ode tie, buckle back included

Personnel Department
LAWRENCE RADIATION LABORATORY
University of California
P.O. Box 808
Livermore, California

An equal

899
classic LOAFERS
walnut and black

Laboratory staff members from the Livermore Laboratory Site will he on
campus to interview students in the Physical Sciences and Engineering
Wednesday, October 31, 1962
Please call your placement office for appointment, or send written inquiries to:

in

ss seen in
September’s
Mademoiselle

COLORS OF
OLIVE, BLACK ’DR SEA SAND
SIZES 61/7 to 12 13 Ehru EEE

$795
citizen.bip

required

To

$1595

STORY & KING ROADS
Open vointAdoys fil 9 Sot. til 6 Sun II til S
5.

AAPARTAN nAn.s.
Om

Science Prof
Wins Grant
For Research

17 1.

Philosophy
Honor Group
Chapter Due
Phi Sigma Tau. n.c.
,,..
society in philosophy
granted permission to SJS to init:
ate a local departmental chaptet
Speaking for the Philosuph) Department, Dr. Herman Shapiro. assistant professor of philosophy, accepted the "honor of having a I
chapted installed here."
San Jose State is the 29th campus in the nation to install a Phi
Sigma Tau chapter and the second ;
in California. University of Pacific r
is the only other California campus
which can boast a nationally recognized chapter.
Baldwin-Wallace College in Ohi.,
DR. RALPH J. FESSENDEN, assistant professor of chemistry,
is the national headquarters nil;
shows some of the apparatus used in his research project of
Phi Sigma Tau. The Society. in-’
making certain organo-silicon compounds. Dr. Fessenden received
cot porated in 1955, was formed as
a second grant for this year.
a means to promote the study
philosophy through recognition
outstanding work an the ileader71:(’
level.
Member colleges and universit les
are selected on the basis of
TODAY
school’s curriculum, and the rm.::
tity and quality of its faculty v.
co-iter, square dances called by
the principal interest being foen:1
Bill Reid. Women’s Gym, 7:30
ed in the philosophy department.
p m.
Notice of the commission was
"Teton Trails" is the title of
Presbyterian - Congregationalreceived this month by the SJS Charles T. Hotchkiss’ Audubon Disciples (UC(’F) Campus Felphilosophy department and the Wildlife film which will be pre- lowship, meeting with Paul Goodchapter is just beginning to organ- sented in Morris Dailey Auditorium er, program co-ordinator of Inize. Dr. Shapiro asks interested tomorrow at 8 p.m.
ternational Student Center speakand, qualified students to contact
The film covers Wyoming’s Teton ing, Crunpus Christian Center, 300
him.
Range from its earliest inhabitants S. 10th St., 7 p.m.
Students of sophomore status to present day and fitting climax
Pro-Maid
Society,
meeting.
and above and having maintained a to the film is the climbing of the
B average in a minimum of phil- Grand Teton. the highest peak of Health Building, 7:30 p.m.

Center To Fete
Foreign Students

Photos Available

Spattana
CLASSIFIEDS
WANTED

FOR SALE

1956 VW block:

must see, call
EM 6-8730 in Redwood City.

Wanted hasher
Cell CY 3.8142

Doug.

’55

Austin

A-40.

CT

$150.

A

Experienced piano, sax. and bass player
for R&R cobo. CV 36542.

3-6161.

’30 Ford coupe, Olds power. trans etc.
AX 6-6597.
- Pa. y

PERSONALS

’59 Yeses G.S. Very reasonable. AL 2;
Call Beten, S p.m 8 p.m.

Nor
Superfluous hair removed to,
:elle, R. E. 210 S. 1st CV 4-4-499,
Girls interested in men call
Agency: 297.7848 Between
600

Vaughn’s 121 S. 4th. Slack sale now in
tc,,,,,s. Men only,
Trade WO equity in ’59 7.8ird for
Make offer. 297.9968,
Cokfref

for

sale

1962 Goiania, 500XL

- asters etc. AL
rI
MWF after IC

4-

ins. Buy

CV 39629. C
Call after 6 p.m.

Typingthesis,
typewriter. Ph

pege.footnores,
&

Women’s
Recreation AmoebaSlum hockey. field, 4:30 p.m.

TM4)KRW
Student Peace Union, meeting,
with Mrs. Annalee Stewart speaking on "Washington Views Disarmament," CH130, 3:30 p.m.
Occupational Therapy Club,
meeting, H16301, 7 p.m.
Spartan Orlocril, meeting, TH11, 7 p.m.
Student Affiliates American
Chemical Society, meeting, S216,
1.30 p.m.
Archery, field, 4:30 p.m.
WG23, 7 p.m.

DON’T
II
FLY
- ANYWHERE

’39 Lincoln ZephyrModel Apickup.
45 Hisoey Davidson all very good. 269.
3421

White birthstone ring in S. wing
L.Prary. Helen CV 4-6390 p.m.

RENTALS

A
.

furnish apt.

3 occupants, 1 block
paid en. gas. 465 S. 5th. C

4 mos.

Lost:
vicinity

of I I

oid 611. Labrador
St. CV 3.9972.

MISCELLANEOUS
What’s coming?
October 24.
CLASSIFIED RATES:
line first insertion
25c
20c a line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum
TO PLACE AN AD:

2 men t
S. 6th. 292

3846
,
Furs. rooms. Male student kit. ono. S
IS. N. drinking, no smoking. CV 3;3088. I

NOW!

Call at Student Affairs Office
Room 16, Tower Hell, or
Send in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order.
No

Phone Orders

call

pup

CY 3- I 1 35

$60.00*
569.00* 4
$81.00*
588.00*
$88.00*
599.00*
$13.50*
$19.85’

Dallas
Chicago
Detroit
Philadelphia
New York
Hawaii
Los
SAN

Angeles
DIEGO
(*each

way

plus

Coronation Ball Bids
Available Tomorrow
Bids for tire Coionatien I ;all
may
be picked up tomorrow arid Friday
In front of the Spartan Bookstore
and Cafeteria according to Istrusni
Pearson, Ball chairman.
The bids admit sine couple each
and will be given free to student
body card holders.
San Jose Civic Auditorium will
be transformed into a Grecian
den Friday night from 9 p.m.
1 ant. Theme of this year’s flan,
is "Spardi at Sparta."
Walt Tolleson’s 15 -piece erches.
tra from San Francisco will proviik
music for the evening.

SAC Debate

would

(8osd on tha hdo,,ous Look "The Question Mon "

First, think of an answer. Any answer. Then come up with
a nutty, surprising question for it, and you’ve done a
"Crazy Question." It’s the easy new way for students to
make loot. Study the examples below, then do your own.
Send them, with your name, address, college and class,
to GET LUCKY, Box 64F, Mt. Vernon 10, N. Y. Winning
entries will be awarded $25.00. Winning entries submitted on the inside of a Lucky Strike wrapper will get a
;25.00 bonus. Enter as often as you like. Start right now!
THE ANSWER:

luaip)!yo uencli(33
lualoue pas!el oLIM :NOLLS3flo 3H.L

uo sunm letIM :NOLI.S3fltrm3PHi l
L---------------

ROLES: The Reuben H. Donnelley Corp. will judge entries on the basis of
humor (up to 40, clarity and freshness (up to SS) and appropriateness nip
to thi, and their decisions will be final. Duplicate prizes will be awarded
in the event of ties. Entries must be the original works of the entrants and
must be submitted in the entrant’s own name. There will be 50 awards
every month, October through April. Entries received during each month
will be considered for that month’s awards. Any entry received after April
30, 1963, will not be eligible, and all become the property of The American
Tobacco Company. Any college student may enter the contest, except em.
ployees of The American Tobacco Company, its advertising agencies and
Reuben H. Donnelley, and relatives of the said employees. Winners will be
notified by mall. Contest subject to all federal, state, and local regulations.
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THE ANSWER:

Across the river
and. into the trees
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the taste to start with ...the taste to stav with
The question is: WHAT IS THE SLOGAN OF THE FAVORITE REGULAR CIGA.
RETTE OF TODAY’S COLLEGE STUDENTS? If you missed that one, go to the
rear of the class. Everyone should know that fine -tobacco taste is the best
reason to start with Luckies, and that taste is the big reason Lucky smokers stay Lucky smokers. Prove it to yourself. Get Lucky today.

Ses)

MR. TRAVEL 3
40 E. San Foam& St.

"A

"Antarctic Adventure."
an d.
lustrated lecture about the
In..
national Geophysical Year in
Ant,
arctica, will be given by explore,
scientist Dr. Carl F:klund
day, in the Concert Hall at
11:30
a.m.
The lecture, sponsored by the
College Lecture Committee,
Will
be free and open to the public:
Dr. Eklund was scientific leader
of one of the U.S. bases in
ea
frozen land during 1GY Loki
famous for a nine-day experiment
in which he placed a miniature
broadcasting station inside a per.
quin egg.
He also accompanied Adm.::
Byrd on his expedition te An.. .
tica in 1939-41.

The answer is:

155

of

RUMANIAN COMEDY

Rumania’s entry is a comedy,
"A Bomb Was Stolen," which
is reminiscent of Chaplin. Its
humor includes a magical bomb.
an angel in bus conductor’s uniform and the outwitting of
gangsters and a fiendish mechanical brain.
The Korean entry. "The Evergreen," is based on a such,lugical novel of the 1930’s, and
tells the story of a Korean girl
student who becomes a nationalist leader.
Greece is sending "Aegean
Tragedy," a documentary history of Greece from 1914 to
1945. It makes use of newsreel
and historical film to tell the
tragic story of the wars and internal struggles that have gone
into the making of modern
Greece.
Front Thailand comes "F:mbrace of Fate," a new film centered on the life and customs
of the country’s "little people."
All features will be shown at
the Metro Theater, Union and
Webster in San Francisco.

50 CASH AWARDS A MONTH. ENTER NOW. HERE’S HOW:

TWAIN

LOST AND FOUND

local

"Crazy QuestIons"Contest

(until you’ve talked to ’Bernie’)

MAKE
THANKSGIVING
AND XMAS
RESERVATIONS

the

$50?
ENTER LUCKY STRIKES’ ZANY NEW

3:30 p.m.

Democratic Club, C11235, 3:30

trout

church.

MA

Women’s Recreation AssoeLs:Hon. riding, Women’s Gym Patio,

-11111. wallet, return to Charles Ross.
S. 12th. 297.8097.

Pure. recommended apt
man mod. apt. 741

Inter-varsity Christian Fellowship, meeting with Jim Berney,
speaking on "The Lordship of Jo:sus Christ," Memorial Chapel, 9
:p.m.

p.m:

ears

disa

dila-

tratassimal

Clark Biadley and Robert Jordan, respective Republican and
TOMORROW
Eitel - McCullough:
Mechanical Democratic candidates for the
engineers and electrical engineers Santa Clara state senate seat, will
Federal Aeronautics Administra- square off in a Students Against
tion: Chemical engineers and elec- Communism debate today at 3:30
p.m. in E132.
trical engineers.

THE ANSWER:

Auto insurance for students. Ph 241I
2420. C’et to ey Ins. 385 S. Monroe St

Persor

’49 Ford VI good can& 4 new tires $75.
AL 2-9616. Barry Wineroth.

,

the Acme
4:00 aro

Two approved apt contracts for spring
see’. Call Bonnie. CV 8-5471 after 6

5105 util
4 4453

Circulo Castellano, meeting,
H13209. 7:30 p.m.

Expert typing term papers. Reports-manuscr.pts also editing. 293.3085.

Yespa "ISO" EL condition. 378;3336
Between 5 p.m. and 9 p.m.

new

CH-

p.m.

term papers, etc. Electric
3774498.

Typing, all kinds. oer
- 431
/,/
o.sp,.
6

Duplex. One bdrtn. furn or urf ,-elec. kit., gil oil. pd.
c:
roundings, view, 10 min. from St:
115. Ph. 266.8197.

7:30

when a

et Lucky!
$(et3(
25 il . otlrdy;3our

S258,

Social Work Club, meeting,
235,

Toot
Glidden Paint: Accounting, sales.
production and engineering majors.

nipleat

Attention, all witty, urbane college students:

3:30

SERVICES

P4Y’e ’rec.
2 - - 1 . Cell after

’6, JO.’ ,1 $1600.
’59

55.
Big

E

meeting,

ST. LOUIS, Mo. I UPI I Golfers
reported Monday that a hazard has
been removed from the water hazard on the Westborough Country
Club coursea three-foot alligator.

Needed: Oscilloscope accessories: V C;
so small bust, w
elect: sw.
243.1-24.

offer.

Lambretta, Gd. cond. best
69 S. tOth St. 293-9418.

& dinner.

Junior Class,
p.m.

Golfers That Way!

Wanted: woman student to share unap.
apt with 3. 420 S. 7th apt 6. 293-5345.

Nome hubcaps set of 4 as. cond. $10.
L.A. Dierks 269-9042 p.m.
’59
C

breakfast

peaceful village vvhich Is

(Cuntinned from Paige 5)
Waves." The first is a film of
Tapan Sinlia, who was a judge
lat the 1961 San Francisco Film
Festival. It tells how a primitive
farming village in Bengal makes
the slow adaptation to modern
; life.
’
-Waves After Waves" deals
with life in a small fishing village.
The Argentine film is "Three
. Times Anna," three love stories
about girls called Anna, all
played by Maria Vaner. The
first Anna is an innocent young
girl; the second, a "beatnik"
student; and the third exists
only in the imagination of the
man who loves her.
Yugoslavia is sending "Dance
in the Rain." a sensitive portrayal of man’s search for love
and of the conflict between his
dreams and reality.
"Smiles of the City" and
"Tlayucan" will represent Mexico. The first is a story of a
shabby troupe of street performers who live in Mexico
City’s shanty town.
"Tlayucan" is the story of a

Spartaguide ,lose More Balls, Job Interviews

Audubon Wildlife
Film Presentation
Opens with Teton’

osophy courses are eligible for! this saw-tooth range.
membership.
Dr. Arnold G. Applegarth, SJS
professor of zoology and science
education, is in charge of the film
series. He said that season tickets
for the five -film series cost $2 and
may be purchased at the Biology
S221, or at the door.
The International Student Cen- storeroom.
Dr. Applegarth stated, "These
ter will sponsor again this semesprograms are enjoyable to everyter a welcoming party for SJS’ Inone interested in conservation. We
ternational students,
;
welcome all students to take adA get -acquainted party for in: vantage of this opportunity."
ternational students will be held
tomorrow at the International I
Student Center, 285 S. Market St.
This event is open to all interCouples at the Coronation Ball
national students, according to
Lana Lawson. planning chairman. Friday may have their pictures
The evening will feature enter- taken by members of Kappa Alpha Mu, national photo-journaltainment and mixer activities.
Campus groups assisting with ism fraternity.
Photographers will be on hand
the preparations include the Recrecreation Department and Alpha from 9 p.m. to 1 am. $1 will be
charged for each 5x7 in. print.
Phi sorority

The National Science Foundation
has done it again. And for Dr.
Ralph J. Fessenden, SJS assistant
professor of chemistry, that means
another year of chemistry. research.
A grant of $20,300 was approved
by the foundation for Dr. Fessenden to continue his project of making a certain class of urganu-silicon
compounds.
The above work is also related
to his reasearch under a $44,779,
3-year National Institute of Health
grant.
Dr. Fessenden, a member of the
SJS faculty since 1958, will use
seniors and graduate students as
laboratory assistants for his research.
Two years ago. Dr. Fessenden
started research in a general synthetic study of sila-heterocyclic
compounds on a National Science
Foundation grant that led to his
interest in his newest project.

Explorer Scientist
To Speak Monday
In College Lecture

For the Record

BLOCK FROM THE S.J.S.
LIBRARY"
Oa. C. Ow
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Philosophy
Honor Group
Chapter Due

Wins Grant
For Research.
The National Science Foundation:
has done it again. And for Dr.
Ralph J. Fessenden, SJS assistant’
professor of chemistry, that means
another year of chemistry research.1
A grant of $20,300 was approved I
by the foundation for Dr. Fessenden to continue his project of mak-1
ins a certain class of urganu-sllicon
compounds.

Phi Sigma Tau, national honoi
society

in

philosophy,

recently

granted permission to SJS to initiate a local departmental chapter
Speaking fur the Philosophy Department, Dr. Herman Shapito. as-

The above work is also related
to his reasearch under a $44,779.
3-year National Institute of Ilealth
grant.

sistant professor of philosophy, accepted

the

"honor

of

having

a

ehapted installed here."
San Jose State is the 29th camp- I
us in the nation to install a Phi
Sigma Tau chapter and the second
in California. University of Pacific
Is the only other California campus
which can boast a nationally recognized chapter.
Baldwin-Wallace College in Ohio
is the national headquarters for
Phi Sigma Tau. The Society. in- ’
cotporated in 1955. was formed as
a means to promote the study of I
philosophy through recognition of
outstanding work on the academic
level.
Member colleges and universities
are selected on the basis of the
school’s cut ricalum, and the quantity and quality of its faculty with
the principal interest being founded in the philosophy department.

The International Student Center will sponsor again this semester a welcoming party for SJS’ International students.
A get -acquainted party for international students will be held
tomorrow at the International
Student Center, 285 S. Market St.
This event is open to all international students, according to
Lana Lawson. planning chairman.
The evening will feature entertainment and mixer activities.
Campus groups assisting with
the preparations include the Recrecreation Department and Alpha
Phi sorority.

Dr. Fessenden. a member of the
SJS faculty since 19514, will use
seniors and graduate students as
laboratory assistants for his research.
Two years ago. Dr. Fessenden
started research in a general synthetic study of snit -heterocyclic
compounds on a National Science
Foundation grant that led to his
Interest in his newest project.

DR. RALPH J. FESSENDEN, assistant professor of chemistry,
shows some of the apparatus used in his research project of
making certain organo-silicon compounds. Dr. Fessenden received
a second grant for this year.

Audubon Wildlife
Film Presentation
Opens with

Golfers That Way!

TODAY

TODAV
Glidden Paint: Accounting, sales,
production and engineering majors.
TOMORROW
Eitel - McCullough:
Mechanical
engineers and electrical eneineers.
Federal Aeronautics Administralion: Chemical engineers and electrie;i1

peaceful village which is disrupted when a treasured peen
disappears from the local
church.

!Explorer Scientist
To Speak Monday
In College Lecture

.
RUMANIAN COMEDY
Rumania’s entry is a comedy,
"A Bomb Was Stolen," which
Is reminiscent of Chaplin. Its
humor includes a magical bomb,
an angel in bus conductor’s uniform and the outwitting of
gangsters and a fiendish mechanical brain.
The Korean entry, "The Evergreen." is based on a wick/logical novel of the 1930’s, and
tells the story of a Korean girl
student who becomes a nationalist leader.
Greece is sending "Aegean
Tragedy," a documentary history of Greece from 1914 to
1945. It makes use of newsreel
and historical film to tell the
tragic story of the wars and internal struggles that have gone
into the making of modern
Greece.
Front Thailand comes "Embrace of Fate," a new film centered on the life and customs
of the country’s "little people."
All features will be shown at
the Metro Theater, Union and
Webster in San Francisco.

SAC Debate
Clark Bradley and Robert Jar.
dart, respective Republican and
Democratic candidates for the
I Santa Clara state senate seat, will
square off in a Students Against
Communism debate today at 3:30
in 1.:132

"Antarctic Adventure.- an it,
lustrated lecture about the
Inter.
national Geophysical Year
in am
arctica, will be given by exploo..
scientist Dr. C’arl F:klund
day, in the Concert Hall at
11:10
am.
The lecture, sponsored by
04
College Lecture Commit tee,
win
be free and open to the public.
Dr. Eklund was scientific
leader
of one of the U.S. bases
in the
frozen land during IGY and 4
famous for a nine-day experiment
in which he placed a
miniature
broadcasting station inside
a lat.
quin egg.
lie also accompanied
Admiral
Byrd on his expedition to
Antarc.
tica in 1939-41

Coronation Ball Bids
Available Tomorrow
Bids for the Coronation !,all may
be picked up tomorrow and Friday
in front of the Spartan Bookstore
and Cafeteria according to Marsha
Pearson, Ball chairman.
The bids admit one couple each,
and will be given free to student
body card holders.
San Jose Civic Auditorium will
be transformed into a Grecian gar.
den Friday night from 9 pm. Is,
1 a.m. Theme of this year’s dant*
is "Spaidi at Sparta."
Walt Tolleson’s 15 -piece orchet.
Ira from San Francisco will pruvidi
music fir the evening.

Attention, all witty, urbane college students:

professor of zoology and science
education, is in charge of the film
series. He said that season tickets
for the five-film series cost $2 and
may be purchased at the Biology
storeroom, S221, or at the door.
Dr. Applegarth stated, "These
; programs are enjoyable to every lone interested in conservation. We
welcome all students to take advantage of this opportunity."

Photos Available
Couples at the Coronation Ball
’Friday may have their pictures
taken by members of Kappa Alpha Mu, national photo-journalism fraternity.
Photographers will be on hand
I
from 9 p.m. to I a.m. $1 will be
charged for each 5x7 in. print.

CLASSIFIEDS
WANTED

FOR SALE

Circulo Castellano,
HB209. 7:30 p.m.

meeting,

Inter-varsity C’hristian Fellowship, meeting with Jim Berney,
speaking on -The Lordship of Se.
i sus Christ," Memorial Chapel, 9
, p.m.

Democratic

Club,

(11235,

3:30

P.m.
Women’s Recreation Atesoclation, hockey, field, 4:30 p.m,
TOMORROW
Student Peace Union, meeting,
with Mrs. Annalee Stewart speaking on "Washington Views Disarmament," CH150, 3:30 p.m.

Spartan Oriocci,
11, 7 pm.

meeting,

Club,
TH-

Student Affiliates American
Chentleal Society, meeting, S216,
1:30 p.m.

7

’30 Ford coupe, Olds power, trans etc.
1. -re^ doily. AX 6-6597.

,r

sax. and bass player
CT’ 36542.

PERSONALS

’59 Vespa G.S. Very reasonable. AL 2
Ca I Berwn 5 p.m B p.m.

Superfluous hair removed for life. Nan’elle R E. 210 S. 1st. CV 4-4499.

Vesighn’s 121 S. 4th. Slack sale now in
bi.)..,nis. Men only.

Girls interested in mon call the A Age,r.y. 297 ’845 13eween 4:00 na
6.00.

Trade $660 equity in ’59 T.13ird for 5556 -..nr Make offer. 297-9968.

SERVICES

Contract for sale board ng house. Big
CV 3-2675. Mrs. Clark.
d

Typing-thasis, ,crrn papers, etc. Electric
typeerder. Ph 377-6498.

DON’T
AN FLY
YWHERE

(until you’ve talked to ’Bernie)’

Duple’. One bdrm. furs or unfurn. All
new elec. kit., all oil. pd. Quiet Stlf.
rounding., view. 10 min. from SJS. $100115. Ph. 266 8197.
I
Furnish opt. 3 occupants. I blonk
$105 util. paid as. gas. 465 S. 5th. C.. .
4 4453
Pure. rocomrnondied apt - 2 men tol
fi’l
man mod. apt. 741 S. 6th. 292.
3t4

CLASSIFIED RATES:
25c a line first insertion
20c line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum
TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs OfficeRoom I6, Tower Hall. or
Send in Handy Order Blank
with Cheek or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

QuestionsConti8us.d
on

the hilo,,aug book

50 CASH AWARDS A MONTH. ENTER NOW. HERE’S HOW:

First, think of an answer. Any answer. Then come up with
a nutty, surprising question for it, and you’ve done a
"Crazy Question." It’s the easy new way for students to
make loot. Study the examples below, then do your own.
Send them, with your name, address, college and class,
to GET LUCKY, Box 64F, Mt, Vernon 10, N. Y. Winning
entries will be awarded $25.00. Winning entries submitted on the inside of a Lucky Strike wrapper will get a
$25.00

ost

RULES: The Reuben H. Donnelley Corp. will judge entries on the basis of
humor (up to 41), clarity and freshness (up to
and appropriateness (up
to 1/2), and their decisions will bre final. Duplicate prizes will be awarded
in the event oft’.,. Entries Must be the original works 05th. entrants and
must be submitted in the entrant’s own name. There will be 50 awards
every month, October through April. Entries received during each month
will be considered for that month’s awards. Any entry received after April
30, 1963, will not be eligible, and all become the property of The American
Tobacco Company. Any college student may enter the contest, except en,
ployees of The American Tobacco Company, its advertising agencies and
Reuben H. Donnelley, and relatives of the said employees. Winners will be
notified by mall. Contest subject to all federal, state, and local regulations.

bonus. Enter as often as you like. Start right now!

rTHE ANSWER:

THE ANSWER:
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MAKE
THANKSGIVING
AND XMAS
RESERVATIONS

NOW!

$60.00*
S69.00* 4
$81.00* I
$88.00* ’
$88.00*
S99.00*
$13.50*
$19.85*
plus tin

MR. TRAVEL
40 E San Fernendo St.
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THE ANSWER:

James

Across the river
and. into the trees
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call
CY 3-1135
Dallas
Chicago
Detroit
Philadelphia
. New York
nowsii
Los Angel..
2 SAN DIEGO
(*each

THE ANSWER:

THE ANSWER:

THE ANSWER:

TWAIN

Two approved apt contracts for spring Ilk, wallet, return to Charles Ross. 155
sew. Call Bonnie, CV 8-5471 after 6 S 12th. 297.8097.

October 24.

"Crazy

4;

Espied typing term papers. Reports-man1962 Galatia 500XL. 406. 4sp trans. Buy uscripts also editing. 293-3085.
a life time, $950 -F. tale over Pay Auto i aaaaaa co for students. Ph 248men’s. Many extras gages chrome trac
2420. Chet Bailey Ins. 385 S. Monroe St.
on -asters etc. AL 2-8812. Call after
8:10 MWF after 10 T, Th.
Typing, all kinds. Per eacte.Foosnotes,
spelling corrected. 292-2346.
’61 VW red $1600. CV 3.9629. Cal Ben
000 miles, Call after 6 p.m.
Personolised Ir/2 binders. Name & SJS
in gn a CV 5.6376 p.m.
ins
’59 Vilna "150" Es. condition. 378-3336
LOST AND POUND
Cal B-fween 5 p.m. and 9 p.m.

’39 Lincoln Zephyr-Msdel A-pickup White birthstone ring in S. wing of
45 Harley Davidson all very good. 269- Lbtary. Helen CV 4-6390 p.m.
342i
Lost: 4 ni-ns nid blk. Labrador pup
S, Cl 3-997?
- - r
41 Ford 1011 good cond. 4 new tires $75.
AL 2-9616 Barry Wineroth.
MISCELLANEOUS
RENTALS
What’s coming?

ENTER LUCKY STRIKES’ ZANY NEW

Archery, field, 4:30 p.m.

WG23, 7 p.m.
Monza hubcaps set of 4 ex. cond. $10. Wanted: woman student to share unap. p.m.
293.5345.
apt with 3 420 S. 7th apt 6.
L.A. Dierks 269-9042 p.m.
’,scope accessories: V.C. ger,euerAeleceemeeeneenreerreenekAsa4v
Minded: C.
’59 Lornbrefic Gd. cond, best offer. elect.
bust, WA.
Also smell
C -4:k. 69 S. 10th St. 293-9418.
Mo:art. 24.i ’24.
Esporiiencod
for R&R

MAKE*25(7gio)

Women’s Recreation Association, riding, Women’s Gym Patio,
3:30 p.m.

1956 VW block: must see. call Doug. Wanted hasher - breakfast & dinner.
Call CY 3-8142.
EM 6-8730 in Redwood City.

’55 Austin A-40. $150. CV 3-6161.

et Lucky!

Social Work Club, meeting, CFI235. 7.30 p.m.

Occupational Therapy
meeting, HB301, 7 p.m.

Furs, rooms. Male student kit. priv. $10
15 N.. drinking, no smoking. CV 3-3088.

(Cuntinued from Page 5)
.t.v.es." The first is a film of
’Nam S’inha, who was ’s judge
at the 1961 San FM:Wide() Film
Festival. It tells how a primitive
farming village in Bengal makes
the slow adaptation to modern
life.
"Waves After Waves" deals
with life in a small fishing village.
The Argentine film is "Three
Times Anna," three love stories
about girls called Anna, all
played by Maria Vaner. The
first Anna is an innocent young
girl; the second, a "beatnik"
student; and the third exists
only in the imagination of the
man who loves her.
Yugoslavia is sending "Dance
in the Rain," a sensitive portrayal of man’s search for love
and of the conflict between his
dreams and reality.
"Smiles of the City" and
"Tlayucan" will represent Mexico. The first is a story of a
shabby troupe of street performers who live in Mexico
City’s shanty town.
"Tlayucan" is the story of a

Spartaguide Lose More Balls, Job Interviews

,
Co-Rec, square dances called by
ST. LOUIS, Mo. tUPD., Golfers
Bill Reid, Women’s Gym, 7:30 reported Monday that a hazard has
Teton’
been removed from the water has- .
’Teton Trails- is the title of
Presbyterian - Congregational- ard on the Westborough Country
Charles T. Hotchkiss’ Audubon Disciples (UCCF) Camp’s* Fel- Club course-,-, three-foot alligator.
Wildlife film which will be pre- lowship, meeting with Paul Goodsented in Morris Dailey Auditorium er, program co-ordinator of In.
tomorrow at 8 p.m.
ternational Student Center speakThe film covers Wyoming’s Teton ing, Campus Christian Center, 300
Range from its earliest inhabitants S. 10th St., 7 p.m.
to present day and fitting climax
Pre-31ed society, meeting,
to the film is the climbing of the
Health Building. 7:30 p.m.
Grand Teton. the highest peak of
Junior Clans, meeting, S258,
this saw-tooth range.
Dr. Arnold G. Applegarth, SJS 3:30 p.m.

Notice of the commission was
received this month by the SJS
philosophy department and the
chapter is just beginning to organize. Dr. Shapiro asks interested
and, qualified students to contact
him.
Students of sophomore status
and above and having maintained a
13 average in a minimum of philosophy courses are eligible for
membership.

Center To Fete
Forei gn Students

For the Record

Science Prof

1(162

"...6,411111111111114

The

answer is:

et Luc

the taste to start with...the taste to stay with
OF THE FAVORITE REGULAR CIGA.
RETTE OF TODAY’S COLLEGE STUDENTS? If you missed that one, go to the
rear of the class. Everyone should know that fine -tobacco taste is the best
reason to start with Luckies, and that taste is the big reason Lucky smokers
stay Lucky smokers. Prove it to yourself. Get Lucky today.

The question is: WHAT IS THE SLOGAN

Product of (Z4444001 trefeasee-errews, ---,Awe if

our mad!’ nom;

